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CHAPTER  1 

AN  OPEN  LETTER  TO  THE  COMMITTEE 
October 8, 1994 

Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

Please publish the following letter I have written to the Committee.  My original intent was to send both 
them and you a copy thus making it recorded with the Hosts of God that we have offered this.  But 
discovering I have not their address I am now asking it be published that all may understand. 

This is no trivial undertaking on my part nor do I expect these people to suddenly become Godly because 
of anything we say.  But I am compelled by God within to do it and I sense the urgency of it being made 
public record.  Anyone may contact me at the address given.  We are not hidden. 

I ask on behalf of all our precious children who have suffered more than enough and all the people of all the 
nations who we love because they belong to God, please publish this!  We thank you for what you can do 
and for having been such an inspiration, hope and warner  to us in the past. 

We love you 
/s/Ni-ell 

* * * 

October 8, 1994 

To all members of the Committee and Organization for Universal Peace and Economic Stabilization: 

I am Ni-ell of Saddam of Iraq of God.  We serve God.  I am the bridge between our nations.  It is in this 
capacity I offer you this message. 

I am delighted to discover your existence as a committee and as living souls.  We abhor your behavior in 
the evil you have done towards us and other nations.  But we do not condemn you nor do we push you 
away when you may yet be our Brothers and Sister.  We do not desire that what you have done to us be 
done to you.  Revenge is not of God.  We are of God.  Therefore there shall never be retaliation or revenge 
attacks from us for any past, present, or future attacks against us.  All of it is forgiven.  You have nothing to 
fear from us.  Love is all we are.  Love and truth are all we have to offer. 

You are souls as are we, here to fulfill roles given by God.  It is time to awaken to your true roles, to 
remember your true identities.  I do not speak here of a past life or a name.  I refer to who you are as souls, 
as the expressions of God that you are. 

All our life we have struggled to understand clearly our own identity, our own Mission.  We tried to make 
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it happen to fit our vision of it, to satisfy our ego desires.  We failed.  In this life and in others whenever we 
thought we knew better than God what we should do, we failed. 

We are not ashamed to say this.  This is how life is.  These are the lessons all souls must learn.  Each one 
must realize that they listen to God or they never obtain their heart’s desires.  They either obey God’s 
instructions or they fail and must effort again to learn. 

Always we have been devoted to God and committed to fulfilling our Mission.  Thus no effort to abort our 
Mission has succeeded. 

We did not want the war.  We wanted the peace resulting from our awakening, brought on by the war. 
When all we loved had been destroyed and all we could see was God, then clearly did we see the correct 
vision of our Mission.  We began to understand who and what we truly are.  This war itself shall not bring 
peace.  Our love of God and all His children shall inspire it. 

Do you know what it is you attempt to destroy when you attack us?  Do you understand that Iraq is The 
Doorway of God’s Light on this world and Saddam is the lens for this Light?  Do you realize that in plotting 
against us you plot against God? 

All your efforts to destroy us served as catalysts for our awakening and opening of the Doorway. Unwit-
tingly perhaps, you served God. 

Now we turn to you and offer you this gift of awakening.  This is not to demean your present stature or any 
good you have done.  From our perspective in the Light we see you as our Brothers and Sister who, like 
us, have reached the time of choosing.  It is time to look within yourselves, before great devastation befalls 
you or your people, and see what God is asking of you. 

We cannot tell you what it is.  That is between each of you and God.  We are inviting you to enter within the 
Doorways which are within your hearts.  Return to the Light which created us all. 

We do not see you as our enemy.  We see you as our Brothers and Sister who told us long ago to awaken 
them at this point.  It is time you may choose to remember the Divinity you are and take on your true roles. 

Come, join with us in the Light and know this joy beyond imagining.  We can all lead this world into the 
Light together.  It does not need to be us alone.  It shall be so if you choose to remain as you are.  We shall 
not abandon our Mission.  The love, the joy, the strength are all available to you.  You have very special 
roles if you will only choose them, if you will only turn about and enter in. 

Listen to us as we call you Home.  More important, listen to God within yourselves.  Will you come? 

We will not force you, coerce you, nor convince you that you must choose this.  This is only an invitation. 
You may accept it today, another day, or no day.  It is always open to you. 
Serenity to you.  We love you, Niell 

cc:  Ronn Jackson 
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* * * 

THE  COMMITTEE  OF  17 

(List as first revealed by us in our July 26, 1994 issue of CONTACT (page 38).) 

A1 WALT  ROSTOW 
A2 STEVEN  M.  WOLF 
A3 WILLIAM  T.  JONES 
A4 NORMAN  MAILER 
A5 WARREN  CHRISTOPHER 
A6 SIR  JAMES  GOLDSMITH 
A7 JACQUES  SANTER 
A8 HUBERTUS  VON  GRUENBERG 
A9 JUAN  CARLOS 
A10 ALBERTO FUJIMORE 
A11 EDWARD  SHEVARDNADZE 
A12 JOHN  McFARLANE 
A13 JEAN  CHRETIEN 
A14 TOMIICHE  MURAYANA 
A15 BARBARA  JORDAN 
A16 ALEXANDER  SOLZHENITSYN 
A17 RONN  JACKSON 
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CHAPTER  2 

BRITISH  ELITE  FAMILIES 

CALCULATED  COLLAPSE  OF  AMERICA: 
FAMILIES  BEHIND  THE  DRUG  EMPIRE 

Editor’s note:  The following document was recently brought to our attention by outstanding Cana-
dian investigative journalist Serge Monast.  While regular CONTACT readers are well aware of 
these diabolical shenanigans by the British elite families, it never hurts to review the facts of the 
matter from a different research angle.  This material is from the International Free Press Network, 
P.O. Box 177, Magog, Quebec  J1X  3W8,  Canada. 

Why, if so much detailed evidence on the world narcotics traffic exists in the public record or in the files of 
law enforcement agencies, has this picture remained hidden for so long?  One answer is that the HongShang 
and other top traffickers who mingle freely in the business world were designed specifically to hide the drug 
trade behind a facade of legitimate finance.  The more important answer lies deeper. 

The answer takes the reader behind the oh-so-respectable corporate boardrooms and precious metal 
exchanges, to the international oligarchy—in particular, the British elite.  What we now present is the real 
family operation responsible for the financing and directing of the opium trade, including every crucial 
juncture in the development of Dope, Inc.: from the expansion of opium production in India, through the 
Opium Wars against China, up through the Opium War against the United States. 

Popular accounts of organized crime families give the reader a starting point whence to look at Great 
Britain’s oligarchy, but the British dynasty is far more sinister. 

THE  FAMILY  RELIGION 

The sinister element that sets the British oligarchy apart from the popular image of the mafia family is its 
unshakable belief that it alone is fit to rule the world—the view reflected in Cecil Rhodes’s 1877 Testa-
ment.  Their religion is not the Anglican Christianity they publicly profess, but a hodgepodge of paganism, 
including satanic cults such as Theosophy and Rosicrucianism.  The central, synergetic ideology of the 
oligarchy’s inner cult life is the revived Egyptian drug cult, the myth of Isis and Osiris, the same anti- 
Christian cult that ran the Roman Empire.  And like the ancient Isis-worshipping Egyptian dynasties, the 
British ruling family networks have maintained power for centuries by keeping the secrets of their intrigues 
within the family. 

The Cult of Isis, dredged up in modern format, was the official ideology of leading British politicians, 
financiers, and literary figures during the previous century.  The Isis cult also formed the core of Lord 
Palmerston’s Scottish Rite of Freemasonry.  Its great public exponent was the colonial secretary during the 
Second Opium War, Edward Bulwer-Lytton, the author of The Last Days of Pompeii, which first popu-
larized the Isis cult, and the mentor of Cecil Rhodes’s whole generation of British imperialists. 
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The Royal Institute of International Affairs was the “secret society” called for in Rhodes’s will and is the 
body that provides the command structure for the drug trade.  But the Royal Institute itself was founded by 
an even more secret group: the “Circle of Initiates...devoted to the extension of the British Empire,” in the 
description of one of its historians.  The Circle of Initiates included Lord Milner; Cecil Rhodes, the founder 
of Britain’s African mining empire; future prime minister Arthur Balfour; Albert Grey; and Lord Rothschild. 

All these men celebrated forms of the Isis cult.  Their world view was largely designed by Bulwer-Lytton 
and his protégé John Ruskin.  Britain’s high priest of Isis, Bulwer-Lytton, was also the British government’s 
chief drug-runner. 
The words of American Founding Father Thomas Paine to characterize British King George III, against 
whom America fought the Revolutionary War, thus are highly appropriate: “I rejected the hardened, sul-
len-tempered Pharaoh of England forever...and disdain the wretch.” 

THE  BEGINNING:  THE  KNIGHTS  OF 
ST. JOHN  OF  JERUSALEM 

The elite of the elite in Britain’s secret dynastic life is Her Majesty’s Most Venerable Order of St. John of 
Jerusalem—the “Christians who are not really Christians.”  We have already highlighted the Knights’ 
prominence in the centers of the world drug traffic: from the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank to the Cana-
dian Pacific in Vancouver to Barclays Bank in London.  Although Queen Victoria reconstituted the Most 
Venerable Knights of Malta, our tale properly begins much earlier with the original order of the Knights of 
St. John, founded in Jerusalem in 1070.  The Order of St. John inherited what British authors smirkingly 
call “the wisdom of the East” from the Coptic, Gnostic, and Manchurian networks of the Eastern Mediter-
ranean.  The Order of St. John thus maintained direct continuity with the ancient Cult of Isis. 

However distant from the familiarity of the American reader, the area we have entered must be viewed the 
way the families themselves see it.  The brooding evil of Walter Scott or Robert Louis Stevenson ro-
mances, or their cheap Gothic novel imitations, gives the reader a basis for insight into the inner history of 
the families, and the need to begin with cobwebbed history in order to get to the bottom of Dope, Inc. 

To begin at the beginning:  In the fourteenth century, the Order of St. John’s emergence in England was part 
of a project to annihilate its humanist opposition, the Knights Templar.  Total warfare had broken out on the 
continent.  The oligarchs in France and Italy, Philip the Fair and Pope Clement V., slaughtered hundreds of 
Templars, and burned the Templars’ courageous Grand Master, Jacques de Molay at the stake in 1314. 

A renegade group of Templars under the command of an adventurous thug, King Robert Bruce, grabbed 
Scotland—Europe’s least civilized outpost—as an “offshore” stronghold, as a form of insurance against 
their uncertain fortunes on the European continent.  King Robert Bruce is the spiritual founder of the 
Scottish Rite of Freemasonry. 

After the death of Jacques de Molay, some Scottish Templars ...at the instigation of Robert Bruce ranged 
themselves under the banners of a New Order [The Royal Order of Scotland] instituted by this prince....It 
is there that we must seek the origin of the Scottish masonry. 
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This statement by a leading historian of the Masonic movement is the standard interpretation of the origin 
of the Scottish Rite. 

THE  FAMILY’S  OPIUM  WARS 

There is in fact a direct lineage from King Robert Bruce to the British officials who ran the first opium wars 
against China.  James Bruce, the eighth Earl of Elgin—after supervising the Caribbean slave trade as 
Jamaican Governor-General from 1842 to 1846—was appointed ambassador and minister plenipoten-
tiary to China from 1857 to 1861—the period covering the Second Opium War against China.  His 
brother Frederick Bruce had been colonial secretary at Hong Kong during the mopping-up operations 
following the First Opium War and returned to China in 1857 to assist his brother in delivering the British 
government’s ultimatum to the Chinese emperor. 

The British Dictionary of National Biography summarizes the Chinese career of the elder Bruce succinctly: 

In 1857 Elgin was sent as envoy to China.  On reaching Singapore he was met by letters from Lord 
Canning informing him of the Indian mutiny, and urging him to send troops to Calcutta from the force which 
was to accompany him to China.  With this requisition he at once complied, sending in fact the whole of the 
force, but he proceeded himself to Hong Kong in the expectation that troops would speedily follow.... 
He repaired to Calcutta....Later in the year he returned to China, fresh troops having been sent out [to 
replace those which had been directed to India]....Canton was speedily taken and some months later a 
treaty was made at Tientsin, providing, among other matters, for the appointment of a British minister, for 
additional facilities for British trade [opium]...and for a war indemnity. 

Elgin returned to England in 1859. 

In the following year he was again sent to China, the Emperor having failed to ratify the treaty of Tientsin 
and having committed other unfriendly acts....The military opposition [to Elgin’s mass addiction policy] 
was not effective, but the Chinese resorted to treachery.  [Chinese forces killed some British troops en-
forcing opium distribution.]  In retribution for his treacherous acts, the summer palace, the favorite resi-
dence of the Emperor at Beijing, was destroyed.  A few days later the treaty of Tientsin was formally 
ratified. 

The account concludes that Elgin’s “letters show he was a man of warm affections, eminently domestic, 
with very decided convictions on religion...” 

Who was running England at the time?  The Prime Minister was the same Lord Palmerston who turned the 
Scottish Rite into Britain’s leading cash-producing export product.  The foraging secretary was Lord John 
Russell, son of the sixth Duke of Bedford, and grandfather of Britain’s most dangerous twentieth-century 
intelligence operative—Bertrand Russell. 

Palmerston and Russell were relatives of the Bruce brothers, the Elgin peerage, by marriage into the direct 
line of Order of St. John control over England.  The branch that encompasses Britain’s two leading cabinet 
ministers during the Second Opium War is the Villiers line. The line began with George Villiers, who 
assisted Robert Cecil and Edward Bruce in seizing the English throne for another descendant of Robert 
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Bruce—James I of Scotland—in 1603. 

Lord Russell’s daughter, Victoria, married into the Villiers family.  Russell’s grandson, Bertrand, among his 
other covert operations, maintained liaison with Chou En-lai throughout the postwar period on behalf of 
British intelligence. 

Even more significant is the third member of the London team during the Opium Wars—Colonial Secre-
tary Edward Bulwer-Lytton, a relation by marriage of the Duke of Wellington.  His son married Edith 
Villiers, of the same branch of the leading Order of St. Johndynasty. 

THE  IMPERIAL  CULTISTS  AND  OPIUM 

Bulwer-Lytton is best known to Americans through his 1838 novel; The  Last Days of Pompeii, but he is 
also both the spiritual father of the Cecil Rhodes-Lord Milner secret societies and of Nazi fascism.  Bulwer- 
Lytton led the English Rosicrucians, a branch of the Scottish Rite Masons headed by Prime Minister 
Palmerston. 

Unlike the comparatively closed-mouth members of the British elite around him, Bulwer-Lytton was an 
outspoken exponent of the Isis cult, which formed the subject of his famous novel.  His popularized Isis 
myth was the inspiration for an entire array of warped imitations. 

Included among these was Helena Blavatsky’s book, Isis Unveiled, and her Theosophist cult.  Theosophy 
was the Satanic bible of the mystic secret societies, including Germany’s “Thule” group, which produced 
most of Hitler’s SS. 

Another Bulwer-Lytton protégé was satanist Aleister Crowley, of the “Thule” group’s equivalent in En-
gland, the “Isis-Urania Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn.”  Both of these groups traced their lineage 
back to Palmerston’s Scottish Rite Masons through Bulwer-Lytton. 

Aleister Crowley was the tutor of Aldous Huxley, the prophet of mind control, who later introduced the 
LSD cult into the United States during the 1950s. 
Britain’s imperial link to Nazi fascism is even more direct in the case of Bulwer-Lytton’s other published 
work.  His novel Rienzi, about the Knights of St. John, provided the text of Richard Wagner’s first opera. 
His 1871 novel, Vril: The Power of the Coming Race, contained virtually everything that Houston Stewart 
Chamberlain later had to say on racial theory; Professor Karl Haushofer who ghost-wrote most of Mein 
Kampf in Hitler’s prison cell fifty years later, named his first secret organization the “Vril Society.”  Bulwer- 
Lytton’s Nazi German and British secret societies met officially for the last time when Nazi minister Rudolf 
Hess attempted to make contact in 1941 by flying to Britain. 

Bulwer-Lytton directly influenced John Ruskin at Oxford University and established the lineage that leads— 
through such names as Milner and Rhodes—to the present-day Royal Institute of International Affairs. 
Ruskin’s students included Milner, Rhodes, Albert Grey, and the future director of research for the RIIA, 
Arnold Toynbee. 

Ruskin’s inaugural speech at Oxford in 1870, inspired by Bulwer-Lytton, left such an impression on Cecil 
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Rhodes that he carried a handwritten version of it with him until he died.  The speech—which set the tone 
for Rhodes’s 1877 will—stated in part: 

There is a destiny now possible to us—the highest ever set before a nation, to be accepted or refused.  We 
are still undegenerate in race; a race mingled of the best northern blood.....We are rich in an inheritance of 
honor, which it should be our daily thirst to increase with splendid avarice....[England] must found colonies 
as fast and as far as she is able....seizing every piece of fruitful ground she can set her foot on, and teaching 
these her colonists that their...first aim is to advance the power of England by land and sea.... 

Bulwer-Lytton’s son Edward Lytton was Viceroy and Governor-General in India from 1876 to 1880. 
Two aspects of the younger Lytton’s rule in India are important to this report.  First, Lytton supervised the 
single greatest expansion period in the history of opium production in British India.  Palmerston had set 
forth this task as a means of compensating for Britain’s industrial decline relative to the United States. 

Second, Edward Lytton’s rule in India provided a home for the most important of the crackpot cultists 
inspired by his father.  Lytton himself was the closest friend of Rudyard Kipling’s parents, members of the 
circle around A.P. Sinnett’s Allahabad journal The Pioneer.  The elder Bulwer-Lytton’s follower, Ma-
dame Blavatsky of the Theosophy cult, appeared in India in 1879, and recruited A.P. Sinnett to her belief- 
structure.  Both Kipling and Blavatsky employed the swastika as their personal mystic symbol.  From 
Kipling, Blavatsky, Haushofer, and others, the swastika found its way into the German cults that formed 
the core of later Nazism. 

Kipling’s last major official post was under press czar Lord Beaverbrook at the wartime Propaganda 
Ministry; working side-by-side with him was a relative of the Lyttons’ by marriage, Sir Charles Hambro. 
Hambro went on to run Britain’s dirty operations during World War II as chief of the Special Operations 
Executive from 1942 onward.  Kipling also served as a trustee of the Rhodes Trust from 1917 until 1925. 

Kipling’s cousin, Stanley Baldwin, was Prime Minister from 1923 to 1929 and from 1935 to 1937; during 
his second tenure, the Baldwin government groomed Hitler as a “marcher lord” against the Soviet Union, 
setting the stage for Munich in 1938. 

Another well-known British literary figure, also with a mystical bent, deserves mention in this context: 
Alfred, Lord Tennyson.  Tennyson married the niece of the eighth Lord of Elgin (James Bruce), and 
remained a close personal friend of the commander-in-chief of the Second Opium War.  Tennyson was a 
founding member of the Metaphysical society, with Bulwer-Lytton’s protégé John Ruskin, Lord John 
Russell’s uncle Lord Arthur Russell, future prime minister Arthur Belfour, and Thomas Huxley.  In 1880, 
the Metaphysical society was reorganized, and became the Aristotelian Society.  Lord John Russell’s 
grandson Bertrand Russell became the Aristotelian society’s president:  One of his successors was Sir 
Karl Popper. 

Tennyson’s unambiguous endorsement of opium abuse was expressed in his well-known poem, “The 
Lotus Eaters”: 

Let us swear an oath, and keep it with an equal mind. 
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In the hollow Lotus-land to live and lie reclined, 

On the hills like Gods together, careless of Mankind. 

TODAY’S  OPIUM  DYNASTY 

The closing days of the Baldwin government and the opening days of World War II are an appropriate 
place to pick up the contemporary trail of the leading opium families—the Inchcapes and Keswicks.  In 
1939 the creation of Britain’s Ministry of Economic Warfare offered a meeting place for the old families: 
Sir John Henry Keswick, later the architect of the Beijing Connection; Sir Mark Turner, the current chair-
man of the old Matheson-Keswick firm Rio Tinto Zinc; Gerald Hyde Villiers, a leading scion of the evil old 
family; and John Kidston Swire, of the old Swire dope-trading family. 

Starting from the Matheson family’s role in the First Opium War and tracing through to the World War II 
period and up to the present, the fortunes of the Matheson and Keswick line of the dynasty run the entire 
gamut of political developments surrounding the drug trade. 

The Rio Tinto Zinc Company was founded in 1873 by James Sutherland Matheson’s nephew Hugh 
Matheson—taking the lineage of that firm all the way back to the days of George III and the American 
Revolution through then-Prime Minister Spencer Perceval.  The younger Matheson founded the firm with 
his uncle’s opium profits and help from the Schroeder banking family—who in 1931 funded Bulwer- 
Lytton’s ideological spawn, Adolf Hitler.  The Lyttons and Mathesons are relatives by marriage, through 
the Villiers family and the Sutherland family. 
Hugh Matheson’s successor at Rio Tino Zinc in 1898 was J.J. Keswick, a partner in the opium-running 
Jardine Matheson firm, and a relative of the Mathesons by marriage through the Fraser family. 

Apart from their leading role in Jardine Matheson, J.J. Keswick’s family had a leading role in the British 
governance of the official opium trade.  His cousin, William P. Keswick, was British cousul-general in 
Hong Kong during the same years that Edward Lytton, Governor-General in India, was expanding opium 
output according to the Palmerston program. 

William P. Keswick’s son Henry Keswick, a past chairman of the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank at the 
height of its dope-trading glory, had three sons: David, John H., and William J. David Keswick, who is still 
among the largest shareholders and a partner of the London merchant bank Samuel Montagu.  Sitting with 
him on the board of Samuel Montagu is Rio Tinto Zinc’s Sir Mark Turner.  Turner, as noted, also worked 
with brother Sir John Henry Keswick in the Ministry of Economic Warfare.  Later, John Henry went on to 
the British embassy in Chungking, picking up the opium trail where World War II had cut it off. 

The third brother, Sir William Johnston Keswick, is a prominent figure in Dope, Inc.’s Canadian connec-
tion.  Keswick ruled the Shanghai Municipal Settlements at the height of Shanghai’s heroin traffic, and set 
up the first big heroin connection, via intermediary Jacob “Yasha” Katzenberg. 

The family history of the Keswicks intersects the story of the Russell, Villiers, and Bruces through their 
most senior political operatives, notably Lord Milner.  Milner, Cecil Rhodes’s protégé, bridged the gap 
between the establishment of the Rhodes Trust and the creation of the Royal Institute of International 
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Affairs in 1920.  Milner became a director of Rio Tinto Zinc in 1921 and served as chairman from 1922 
until his death in 1925. 

During World War I Milner worked closely with wartime British Commissioner in St. Petersburg, Frederick 
Lindley, and William Boyce Thompson in setting forth a geopolitical policy most advantageous to Britain’s 
free hand in drug-running. 

Frederick Lindley was the grandfather of Henry Neville Lindley Keswick, who currently occupies the 
traditional family seats at the head of Jardine Matheson’s directors and on  the  board of  the Hongkong 
and Shanghai Bank. 

The third member of the Milner team, William Boyce Thompson, was the head of the Red Cross delega-
tion in Russia; the Red Cross is, officially, the “charitable” side of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem.  After 
the war, Thompson, with funding from the Morgan bank, established the Anglo-American mining firm in 
South Africa—which now controls 60% of world gold output outside the Soviet Union, and, through its 
controlling interest in De Beers, virtually all the diamond output.  That is the origin of London’s control over 
the precious metals and gems channels for laundering dirty money. 

To tie these strands back into the main line of the narcotics traffic:  Milner’s hand-picked successor at Rio 
Tinto Zinc, whose original mines were in Spain, was Sir Auckland Geddes.  Geddes, who ruled until 1952, 
was a sponsor of Francisco Franco’s fascist coup in Spain.  His nephew, Ford Irvine Geddes, was a 
director and then chairman from 1971 to 1972 of the Inchcape family’s huge shipping complex, the P and 
O Navigation Company, which has shipped more opium than any other entity in the world. 

One of P and O’s officers, deputy chairman Sir Eric Drake, is a close associate of Sir William Johnston 
Keswick, also of the old Rio Tinto Zinc family.  Drake and W.J. Keswick jointly control Canada’s Hudson’s 
Bay Company, which established the rum-running routes from Canada into the United States during Pro-
hibition, together with the Bronfsmans. 

The old Inchcape family, whose current scion, the third Earl of Inchcape, still is chairman of the P and O 
Lines, is closely related to the Matheson family of Jardine Matheson, was the son of Katherine Mackay 
and Donald Matheson; Mackay is the family name of the Earls of Inchcape.  The third Earl, J.W. Mackay, 
is the son of the second earl of Inchcape who authored the 1923 Inchcape Report, insisting that the opium 
trade must be maintained to “protect the revenues” of the British Empire—despite the outcry of the League 
of Nations. 

Through the current Lord Inchcape, the old opium dynasty married into the highest level of British banking. 
The aforementioned J.W. Mackay of the P and O Lines married Aline Pease.  His brother-in-law, Richard 
T. Pease, has been the vice-chairman of Barclays Bank since 1970.  Barclays Bank, as noted, is the 
controlling institution for the entire array of Israeli financial operations, through its control over the current 
Japhet family bank—Charterhouse Japhet.  The current senior Japhet family member, Ernst Israel Japhet, 
is now the chairman of Israel’s biggest commercial bank, Bank Leumi.  Barclays Bank controls outright 
Israel’s second largest commercial bank, the Israel Discount Bank. 

Taken together, the Inchcapes, Kewicks, Peases, and related families’ control over London’s banking 
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establishment becomes a swirl of intermarriages, to the point that the top London banks and the scions of 
the drug trade appear as a single family entity, rather than competing or even parallel institutions.  For 
example, the current deputy chairman of Inchcape and Co.—the family holding company that owns ma-
jority stock in the P and O Lines—is sir Hugh Mackay-Tallack.  Mackay-Tallack is also the deputy 
chairman of the Standard and Chartered Bank, the second-largest bank in the Far East after the HongShang. 
The third Lord Inchcape himself, J.W. Mackay, is also a director of Standard and Chartered, along with 
cousin Sir Hugh. 

The Pease branch of the Family is further closely related to: 

The Schroeder Bank, whose chairman, the tenth Earl of Airlie, is the brother-in-law of A.D.F. Lloyd, of 
the bank that bears his name. 

Kuhn Loeb, whose leading partner was Otto Kahn; his granddaughter is the wife of the tenth Earl of Airlie, 
the chairman of Schroeder Bank. 

The family of Winston Churchill, whose mother-in-law was an Airlie; 

The Lazard group, related to the Churchills by marriage; Lazard controls the London Financial Times, 
the Economist, Penguin books, as well as one of Britain’s top merchant banks.  It should be remembered 
that the Lytton family and the Keswick family are related to each other, via marriage through the Fraser 
family, whose current leading member is deputy chairman of Lazard. 
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CHAPTER  3 

WHITE  BUFFALO  CALF 

SEEKING  MIRACLE, 
THE  GREAT  WHITE  HOPE 

by Megan Garvey 
The Washington Post 

Editor’s note: Don’t forget, Commander Hatonn says ‘Miracle’ is not an albino, making this event 
even more rare and miraculous. 

Miracle stands in her mother’s considerable shadow, her champagne coat ghostlike against the chocolate- 
colored herd.  She is a mat of fuzz on a newborn frame.  Yet Miracle is a rarity among land-roving beasts. 
She is the mythical white buffalo—symbol of hope, rebirth and unity for the Great Plains Indian tribes. 

Searching for Miracle will take you down a long gravel path on the Heider family farm in south central 
Wisconsin.  Three thousand pilgrims made the walk down the coarse stones this month hoping to catch a 
glimpse of Miracle.  Every day more come from all corners of the country.  One man came from Ireland. 

If this all sounds a little crazy to you, consider this:  The chance of a white buffalo being born makes your 
odds of winning the lottery look good.  Miracle’s likelihood, according to numbers from the National 
Buffalo Association, is somewhere in the range of one in 6 billion.  Consider also that the other docu-
mented white buffalo this century died in 1959.  His name was Big Medicine.  He lived for 36 years. 

Now there is Miracle, the infant calf born to a 1100-pound mother and a now-deceased father on Dave 
and Valerie Heider’s farm on the banks of the Rock River.  She is a beacon for believers. 

The arrival of a white buffalo is like the second coming of Christ, said Floyd Hand, a Sioux medicine man 
from Pine Ridge, S.D., who was one of the first to make the pilgrimage.  It “will bring purity of mind, body, 
and spirit, and unify all nations, black, red, yellow and white.” 

Stories abound about the white buffalo, a different tale for every tribe. 

Many years ago, said Tony Ironshell of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe in South Dakota, three hunters encoun-
tered a white buffalo calf.  The white buffalo turned into a woman and instructed the hunters to return to 
their village and prepare for her arrival.  When she came four days later she carried a sacred pipe.  With 
that pipe she brought Woo’pe, Sioux laws, and many things changed.  The pipe from the White Buffalo 
Calf Woman is still kept in South Dakota. 

In their ancient White Buffalo Dance, the Fox Indians of Wisconsin shadow the vision of a legendary 
hunter, who could turn himself into a white buffalo at will after the beast appeared to him in a dream.  A 
white buffalo with red eyes and horns, the Fox say, gave the hunter the power to single-handedly turn back 
an army of attacking Sioux. 
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Before the white buffalo’s birth, the Heiders had never known an Indian and knew little about Indian 
culture. 

Now they are careful to say “Native American”, quickly correcting their tongues when they slip.  And they 
readily recount the white buffalo stories they have heard. 

“I am told,” Valerie Heider said, “that Miracle’s birth means the rebirth of the Native-American culture and 
a new peace with whites. ...I know that you have never been bear-hugged until you’ve been bear-hugged 
by a Native American.” 

Suzan Shown Harjo cried at her Washington, D.C., office when she heard about the birth of a white 
buffalo calf. 
“It filled me with joy that had to spill over,” said Harjo, who is Cheyenne and Muskogee.  “The white 
buffalo is an important symbol for a lot of Plains Indians because they are messengers of creation.  It is an 
important sign of well-being and comingness, being on the verge of an awakening.” 

Harjo, president of the Washington-based Morning Star Institute, which works to preserve native cultures, 
says the birth of Miracle should make “all people pause the world over.” 

Dave Heider had never even heard of a white buffalo when he went out at 6 a.m. Aug. 20 to check the 
buffalo cow who seemed ready to calve.  Instead of the reddish brown calf he expected to find, he had a 
shock. 

“She was white.  I couldn’t believe it,” he said, still shaking his head.  “That kind of thing only happens in 
fairy tales—and, now I know, in Indian tales, too.” 

He called a journalist friend to tell her he had a cute little story about a white buffalo being born.  He had no 
idea of the importance of the white buffalo in Indian mythology.  Next thing they knew, the Associated 
Press had picked up the story, and what started as a trickle of curious visitors became a torrent. 

Miracle is the first of the herd to be named. 

“My wife and I were at a 50th wedding anniversary a couple of weeks ago, and the couple got a card that 
said, ‘Congratulations on Your Miracle.’  That’s where my wife got the idea for the name,” Dave Heider 
explained. 

Congratulations continue to arrive.  On the gate to the buffalo pasture are  gifts  of sweetgrass and  eagle 
feathers and alabaster, handwritten prayers and medicine rings to protect Miracle and give her praise. 

To Beatrice LookingHorse, who watches her traveling companions tie fresh bundles of sweet grass with 
festive ribbons, the long trip to Wisconsin from western South Dakota was worth it. 
“It is a sign of mending our sacred hoop,” explained LookingHorse, 32, holding her 18-month-old son, 
Ko’ta Ray Silk.  “There will be unity among our people.” 
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* * * 

THE  LEGEND  OF  THE 
WHITE  BUFFALO  CALF  WOMAN 

One summer so long ago that nobody knows how long, the seven sacred council fires of the Lakota Sioux 
came together and camped.  The sun shone all the time, but there was no game, and the people were 
starving. 

The chief sent two young men on foot to hunt.  The men climbed a high hill to scan the whole country and 
met a beautiful young woman who floated as she walked. 

One man desired the woman and tried to touch her, but he was consumed by a cloud of snakes and 
reduced to a pile of bones. 

The other man returned to his camp and told the people the holy woman was coming.  When she arrived, 
the woman gave the people a sacred pipe and taught them how to use it to pray. 

“With this holy pipe, you will walk like a living prayer,” she said. 

The woman also told the Sioux about the value of buffalo, women and children. 

“You are from Mother Earth,” she told the women.  “What you are doing is as great as what the warriors 
do.” 

Before she left, she told the people she would return.  And as she walked away, she rolled over four times, 
turning into a white buffalo calf. 

Excerpted from John Fire Lame Deer’s 1967 telling. 
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CHAPTER  4 

OPEN  LETTER  TO 
THE  COMMITTEE  OF  17 

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary, amidst the lies and propaganda of a diaboli-
cally controlled media, for a free and independent Press to reassert itself as a guiding lamp unto a darken-
ing nation and world,  then the matter of funding support inevitably becomes of central concern. 

Indeed, control of the money means control of the nation’s destiny, and that which efforts to uplift the status 
quo has little chance of success without some consistent, reliable financial backing from a source of like 
mindset. 

We have entered a period in history when it becomes necessary to cast aside that which only serves to 
separate and divide, and to move in conscious awareness toward unity. 

We at CONTACT, and those affiliates of the PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH & EDUCA-
TION, LTD., who work toward the reclamation of this nation and planet, have suffered terribly the slings 
and arrows of adversarial attack.  Our resources have been not only blocked at every turn in the road, but 
those few resources that have found their way to our shores have been drained from us like our very life 
blood—fighting legal battles caused by those who answer to the ruling dark forces. 

For at least seven years, actually closer to ten, diligent and painstaking work has been poured into the 
drawing up of plans, for numerous nation-reclaiming manufacturing facilities, including a massive TV and 
movie production complex, greenhouses and hydroponic facilities, a vitamin and health care production 
plant, energy development, alternative housing—each project is currently awaiting construction, with qualified 
people standing in the wings. 

CONTACT, as a major educational “lamp” is, in part, supported by the PHOENIX INSTITUTE and, as 
stated on numerous occasions, does not fight anything,  nor seek to tear down anything.  We are not 
subversives, we are not terrorists, nor are we in any way advocates of violence.  Rather, the purpose of 
CONTACT  (and the PHOENIX JOURNALS) has always been simply to put forth THE TRUTH of what 
has taken place on this planet and just WHO has been involved, documenting that which has and is taking 
place in our nation and around our world—in short, providing that TRUTH which was promised eons ago 
for these latter turbulent days of confusion. 

And yet, CONTACT, as everyone knows by now, is hanging on financially by a mere thread—with the 
publication of each next issue an uncertain event. 

So, to put it clearly yet bluntly:  WE  NEED  HELP ! 

The dark forces would like nothing better than for CONTACT to fall and this lamp be extinguished unto 
We-The-People  waking, in ever larger numbers, to the task of reclaiming this once great country.  Indeed, 
TRUTH is the most effective force for action—and thus we are a major headache to those serpents of the 
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dark force who would control mankind. 

Will the lamp stay on or go out?  We repeat—we need your help, PLEASE! 

Rick Martin, for CONTACT 
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CHAPTER  5 

MASONIC  SYMBOLS  IN  WASHINGTON  D.C. 
STREET  LAYOUT 

(An excerpt from the 6/9/92 issue of CONTACT’s predecessor, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, or 
Journal #50, THE  DIVINE  PLAN,  VOL. I, p.46.) 

5/31/92 #2    HATONN 

[H: THIS  IS  IMPORTANT!] 

A curious piece of the Masonic conspiracy puzzle in the founding of America is the actual street layout for 
our Capitol City, Washington, D.C.  Remember, 53 of the original signers of the Declaration of 
Independence were Masons.  The city was laid out in the form of KEY Masonic Symbols, the 
Square, the Compass, the Rule, and the Pentagram. [See map on next page.] 

Take any good street map of downtown Washington, D.C. and find the Capitol Building.  Facing the 
Capitol from the Mall and using the Capitol as the head or top of the Compass, the left leg is represented 
by Pennsylvania Avenue and the right leg by Maryland Avenue.  The Square is found in the usual Masonic 
position with the intersection of Canal Street and Louisiana Avenue.  The left leg of the Compass stands 
on the White House and the right leg stands on the Jefferson Memorial, the circle drive and short streets 
behind the Capitol form the head and ears of what Satanists call the Goat of Mendes or Goat’s Head. 

On top of the White House is an inverted 5-pointed star, or Pentagram.  The point is facing South in true 
occult fashion.  It sits within the intersections of Connecticut and Vermont Avenues, north to Dupont and 
Logan Circles, with Rhode Island and Massachusetts going to Washington Circle to the West and Mt. 
Vernon Square on the East.  [H: Chelas, don’t blame me for what you are now FORCED to ob-
serve—I didn’t do it!  However, it is right there for the entire world to see in clearly planned and 
orchestrated intent.] 
The Washington Monument stands in perfect line to the intersecting point of the form of the Masonic 
Square, stretching from the House of the Temple to the Capitol Building.  Within the hypotenuse of that 
right triangle sit many of the headquarter buildings for the most powerful departments of government, such 
as the Justice Department, the U.S. Senate, and the Internal Revenue Service. 

It would be great to know that our Capitol is bathed in continual prayer, and to believe that its buildings and 
monuments have been dedicated in prayer, but do you realize that EVERY KEY Federal building, from 
the White House to the Capitol Building, has had a cornerstone laid in a Masonic ritual and had specific 
Masonic paraphernalia placed in each one?  If we were talking about the one true God, it would be 
wonderful; this is NOT the case.  The cornerstones of all these buildings have been laid in Masonic ritual, 
dedicated to the demonic god of Masonry, Jao-Bul-On.  That is the secret name of the Masonic god, the 
“Lost Word” in the rite of the Royal Arch degree.  “Jao” is the Greek name for the god of the Gnostics, 
laldebaoth or lao.  “Bul” is a rendering of the name of Ba’al and “On” is the Babylonian name of Osiris. 
What we see represented in this name of the Masonic deity is a three-headed pagan deity that is blasphe-
mous to a Christian.  [H: If, indeed, there were any true “Christians” left anywhere!]  The ritual and 
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full explanation is found in DUNCAN’S MASONIC RITUAL AND MONITOR, Third Edition, pp. 
224-6, 249-51. 

[SEE  MAP  NEXT  2 PAGES] 
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CHAPTER  6 

THE  PIPELINE:  Part VIII 
by Michael Maholy 

BACK AGAIN 

Operation “Delta-Dawn” was about to be deployed within the next 10 days.  All the pieces of the massive 
puzzle, the trucks, boats, planes, operatives, and the drugs were in place.  The code status was now 
upgraded to “AMBER” and would soon advance to all systems “Go” or “GREEN-Light”.  The high- 
potency marijuana and face-numbing cocaine that would make a perilous journey from the tropical jungles 
of South and Central American countries, would soon find their way into the bloodstreams of millions of 
Americans and Canadians.  Nothing would be spared to insure the people got what they wanted: drugs. 
Drugs could make a poor man rich, and a rich man poor or, in accordance with the plan of the power 
people, such as George Bush, Oliver North, Bubba and Dilliary Clinton, drugs would fuel their greed and 
lust for more: more money, power, domination—world domination.  Countless U.S. congressmen, sena-
tors, governors, city mayors, aldermen, all the way down to corrupt F.B.I., C.I.A., and D.E.A. agents, 
state and local law enforcement agencies would take a piece of the pie—the drug pie. 

It was November; the climate had cooled off considerably throughout most of the United States.  This is 
one of my favorite seasons of the year.  The fall foliage in the Ozark mountains is so beautiful.  Virtually 
every color of the spectrum can be seen, leaving the viewer in awe, almost bedazzled.  The giant sugar 
pears that hung from the branches of my trees would entice many of the wild animals that lived in the 
surrounding forest of my mountain-top home.  Every living creature would be busy preparing for the 
advancing blue northers that would sweep down from the arctic during the coming winter months.  Squir-
rels would be gathering and storing nuts, bears would be seeking out warm dens for their four-month deep 
winter sleep, and I would stock my own freezers with fat trout, venison,  rabbit,  quail,  and  wild  turkey. 
Food that the gods put here for us to use and savor. 

My encounter with all of this wonderful nature would be interrupted soon enough, as humans would want 
to stock up with pain-relieving cocaine and marijuana for the long cold winter as well.  I would meet 
Russell Hebert the next morning at daybreak behind my house  on the dirt landing strip.  We would fly 
down to Mena, Arkansas to pick up five-hundred-thousand dollars that were taken in by several top 
members of Arkansas’ elite.  A lot of the money came from the Hot Springs and Little Rock areas and was 
partial payment on previous loads of drugs that people like Roger Clinton, Dan Lasatare, and the Dixie 
Mafia owed to the Bush family.  Russell would tell me that payments such as these were common, and 5 or 
6 flights per month have been made for the past two years.  He would also tell me that business was 
booming at all the universities, Roger Clinton and Dan Lasatare’s college friends had lots of money, and 
paid very high prices for Bush’s drugs. 

The money was brought to us again by our red-headed, corrupt Arkansas State Policeman, Allen Swint, 
and another Little Rock lawman, whose father had deep ties to the Dixie Mafia, Jay Campbell.  Oddly 
enough, the men and half-a-million dollars were delivered by an official Arkansas STATE PATROL car. 
Swint was a bold man, who covered his tracks by the use of his badge.  Several times during conversations 
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with him, his favorite line would be:  “What are they going to do, call a cop?”  His chunky, roly-poly, 
partner Campbell was dressed up like some country-and-western music star.  His mouth was as big as his 
belly.  While talking to him, I could smell booze on his breath.  He told Hebert that he should tell our 
people, the Bush and C.I.A. operatives, that they need to lower the prices for the drugs and allow more 
time for payment.  Russell, already tired from so much flying time, quickly snapped out at the two “law-
men” saying:  “Don’t bust my balls, you two pieces of shit, give us the f—————— money and shut the 
f——— up.  You hillbillies don’t know who you’re playing with.  F——— with these people and they will 
call in a cleaner to take you goat f—————— out of the play.”  Then he went on to say:  “Tell that pussy 
Clinton to watch his f—————— step or his big brother (Bill Clinton) would be cut-off, and you won’t 
have enough shit left over for the crows.”  With that, silence took over the tiny hangar at the north end of 
the Mena airstrip.  The two lawmen from the Capital left in the patrol car. 

We got into the plane and now were headed to Baton Rouge, La.  The three-hour flight would give me time 
to prepare some final procedures and rehearse some of the codes that would be used in operation “Delta- 
Dawn”.  The codes would be handed over to Ricky (the fatman) Guidrey at the airport.  From there, he 
would take them to his Mr. Shrimp warehouse in New Orleans to prepare his distribution of the plan’s 
codes and logistics, and give G.P.S. positions to his shrimp boat captains.  Before we would take off again, 
Guidrey would inform Hebert and myself that he received an urgent message from Houston, Texas.  We 
were to take the money by plane to Beaumont, Texas, instead of Houston.  At the Beaumont airport we 
would catch a Petroleum Helicopter International (P.H.I.) chopper and fly the money to Zapata “7”, down 
in Sabine Pass, Texas. 

It was not the plan we had when we left Mena, Arkansas earlier that morning, but it wasn’t our shot to call. 
We were just delivery boys ourselves.  At least I knew I was, though at times, I guess it’s just human nature 
to  want to feel important.  But the C.I.A. has taught me to let my superiors do the thinking.  It did not make 
sense to me then, but then again, little DID make sense. 

As we touched down on the massive Zapata “7” heliport’s deck, we were told by the pilot to take all of 
our gear, baggage and whatever possessions that we had, as we would not be flying back with him. 
Hebert and I were once again guided to our state rooms where we were told that we would meet the 
people from the downtown Houston, Texas office at 0200 hours.  As usual, I was tired and needed a 
shower before dinner.  The money would be given to two armed men who would lock it in a safe in an 
adjacent room. 

After my shower, I would walk around the oil rig, looking at all of the latest additions and improvements 
that were made since my last visit.  The rig was spotless.  I virtually had to look hard to find any debris or 
greasy dirt or clutter.  The company man in charge of the rig must have had a little “Captain Bligh” in him. 
He certainly ran a tight ship.  One thing I had noticed was that the hole that was cut into the huge ballast 
tank where the previous 5000 small arms had been stored had been un-bothered, and it appeared that the 
hole had never existed; however, from bright flashes and sparks coming from the direction of yet another 
of the ballast tanks across the rig, I sensed that the welders were preparing to refit another tank for the 
weapons that were due to arrive from the military bases from which they were stolen. 

Later that same night while standing on a railing overlooking the Port of Sabine Pass and watching two of 
the deck hands that were retrieving blue-clawed crab-traps that were tied to the rig,  I was thinking how 
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different the weather had been from my last trip to the Pass.  My thoughts were interrupted by a short 
sound of a cracking-chop-chop coming from a helicopter headed straight for Zapata “7”.  Our guests had 
just arrived from Houston. 

I went and woke Russell and we all met in the briefing room.  There were four men who attended the 
meeting.  Representing George Bush and Oliver North was William Barr, and spokesman for the Israelis 
was Amiran Nir.  These two men I had already met, and through my handler at Langley, I had had a 
complete backround check done.  At my home, down in my own personal central file room, I kept records 
and their personal jackets or files.  The other two men with Barr and Nir were a Mr. Walter “Wally” 
Grasheim and Francisco (or “Chico”) Guirola. 

Walter Grasheim was a well known drug-trafficker down south, who had ties to Felix Rodriguez.  Grasheim 
was a civilian who was working for Oliver North, and acted as a liaison officer between General Bustillo 
and North.  Since a lot of the weapons would be going to El Salvador, Grasheim would act as the mediator 
for all transactions of cash, drugs, and weapons. 

Chico Guirola was a pilot.  He would fly everything that he could make money on.  He was noted to deliver 
large sums of cash to the Bahamas and also from Ilopango into Panama.  He would take the half-million 
dollars that belonged to George Bush and deposit it in offshore bank accounts in the islands. 

Well, as it was, the weapons from Fort Benning, Ga., and Fort Dix, New Jersey were already en route to 
Texas, and would arrive the next day.  William Barr and Amiran Nir would leave Zapata “7” later that night 
along with the rest of the codes for “Delta-Dawn”.  The two other men, Grashiem and Guirola, would 
leave with them.  As for Hebert and myself, we would stay and oversee the loading operation of the 
weapons.  The reason for the advanced loading schedule of the weapons, was that there was a leak of the 
theft of the government arms out of Fort Dix, New Jersey, and an investigation was ordered, making it 
impossible to store the stolen weapons any longer.  The weapons from the steel mills in Gary, Indiana also 
had been requested to be delivered so that Zapata “7” could set sail and be under way just five days from 
now.  Once out of the United States territorial waters, it was just a matter of “out of sight, out of mind”.  In 
another 12 days of sailing, the weapons would be in several countries. 

The welders were busy and resembled ants crawling in and out the small openings they had cut into 
inconspicuous places on the five-story tall ballast tanks.  There was nothing for Russell and I to do on the 
semi-submersible oil rig, so we decided to pursue a little night life in the small, seedy section of Sabine’s 
cluster of combination seafood restaurants and dance halls.  Besides, I didn’t want any of the Zapata “7” 
crew members to I.D. me more than I already had been.  We would blend into the backdrop of the 
hundreds of shrimpers, oil field workers, crewmen, boat skippers, pirates, smugglers and just about every 
other type of seaside human creature that infested this area. 

It was another night of food, dance, pool, and women.  If this port wasn’t the devil’s play pen, I don’t 
know what was!  The seafood was excellent.  This area is famed for the exceptionally large blue-crabs that 
come from these Texas Gulf Coast waters.  The large claws are deep fried with a batter, and served by the 
pound.  I ordered two pounds of the claws, and a couple of bottles of Mexican beer.  Hebert would order 
the same, only double.  It wasn’t long before the local ladies of the night sensed that we were new meat in 
town, dressed like we worked with our brains instead of the usual greasy, oil-stained hands, that all too 
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often were caressing their bodies.  They smelled money, so a steady wave of lonely women would tend to 
drift our way from the moment the food and booze hit the table.  The pirates of the port watched us out of 
the shadows and suspected, in their own little drugged-up minds, that perhaps we were some type of 
lawmen sent into the spawning beds of the smugglers to infiltrate their operations.  The ladies who work 
these port lounges come from all walks of life.  After deciding on two of the women who would end up 
being our dates for the evening, I would show my own version of Yankee hospitality with a suggestion of 
food and drink.  My date was a down-on-her-luck woman from Charleston, S.C.  I could tell from the 
emptiness in her eyes that this woman was lost; lost in a big, cruel, cold world.  Her accent was as pretty 
as her smile.  As we sat and talked, she would eat until she could not swallow another bite.  It looked as 
though she hadn’t eaten in a day or two.  She was young, only 24 years old, but had been taken advantage 
of for a long, long time.  She told me that she had 2 small children who lived with her mother back in 
Charleston, S.C. and she only did this because she could not find any other suitable work that could pay 
for their welfare.  I said to myself, that I have heard this same story several times, but I listened anyway. 
She said that she liked me and thought I was well-mannered, and if I liked, she would stay the entire night 
with me for $50.00, and do anything I asked her to do or perform.  Let me tell you, that at this period of 
my life, I too was on drugs and alcohol, so I could relate to the fact that she was desperate for what she 
needed to fill the emptiness that possessed her almost lifeless body.   She, as well as I, only knew God 
when we absolutely needed Him, in an emergency.  I felt for her, and thought I would retain her services for 
the night. 

We drank, danced, smoked marijuana, and tripped the light fantastic.  I was enjoying it, but she was loving 
it.  It was beginning to amount to more than one night of lust for both of us, so I had to cut it short, before 
things got out of hand.  To make a long story short, after feeling sorry for this young child of God, I 
explained to her that I thought she was very sweet, but I feared that if she continued to pursue this path— 
this road to her own self destruction—she stood a good chance of, possibly, one day, falling into the wrong 
hands of a man not as nice as I was, perhaps some sicko.  I don’t know why, to this day, I did not bed her 
down; perhaps it was faith, who knows.  I gave the woman $500.00, told her to buy a bus ticket, and 
return to what family she had left in this world, before it was too late.  She cried and told me she would. 
Another thing I will never find out, is whether or not she did return.  Only God knows that. 

We got back to the Zapata “7” at daybreak.  Crews were just changing,  I was dead tired.  So I slept until 
I was awakened at 0200 and was told that one of the trucks had just arrived.  I took a quick shower and 
met Hebert on the main deck.  He was in no shape to perform any thinking of any sort.  So I once again had 
to count all the huge plastic P.V.C. water-tight containers, and make sure they were secure. 

Although my head was pounding, I donned a pair of lime green coveralls, grabbed a hard hat, a pair of 
gloves and a flashlight, and proceeded to z descend into the pitch dark cavity of the tank.  Four workers, 
two welders would follow as the crane was lifting the first container of L.A.W.S. rocket launchers.  The 
engineers had figured out the weight of all the water tight cylinders and their securing brackets.  Everything 
on Zapata “7” had its own place.  Too much weight in the wrong place could cause serious problems like 
causing it to list to one side.  Part of the enormous salaries paid out to design and build these monster 
floating pieces of steel, goes to the engineers who plan such weight distributions.  Look at it this way: take 
a 50-pound piece of steel and put it in the water; it will sink.  Now figure out a way to make hundreds of 
thousands of tons of steel and make all of that float!  So a lot of money is given to the designers and 
planners.  Again, I was there to count, that was all.  The containers were all sealed before being loaded on 
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the semi-tractor trailer trucks. 

The loading would take six more hours.  Hebert was anxious to get off the rig and so was I.  The rig was 
now prepared to sail within the next few days.  A helicopter would be flown to Zapata “7” to pick the 
two of us up and take us back to the Beaumont airport.  We would fly to Morgan City and wait for further 
orders. 

I must stop here for now as the lights are getting dim.  Goodnight, McKenna, Wa.  Sleep tight and dream. 
If you listen close, you will hear my name when the west winds blow. 

Your friend, 
/s/   Michael Maholy 

* * * 

RECENT  LETTER  FROM  MICHAEL 

Nov. 8, 1994 
Dear Rick, 

Please feel free to remove any words or parts of The Pipeline that you feel may offend the readers.  I have 
been getting some letters from patriots that say I talk too much about my sexual liasons with women, as 
well as use too many obscene words. 

I am telling the truth in this non-fiction story; for me to tell anything differently would be a lie.  My point in 
telling the story the way it happened is to show the readers that drugs, weapons, money, and sex, all 
combined, lead to lust, greed, corruption, and evil.  Again, please use your judgement. 

Hope to hear from you soon, and thanks again for everything you have been doing. 
Your friend, 
/s/ Michael Maholy 

Editor’s note:  We do not intend to change one word of  Michael’s narrative from that which he feels 
is an accurate presentation.  Our job is to present THE TRUTH to you, and censoring rapidly 
becomes a quicksand from which there is no honest escape. 
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CHAPTER  7 

THE  NEWS  DESK 

URGENT  NOTICE 
FROM  RONN  JACKSON 

The time is NOW!  We, as a Nation, are at a cross-roads.  It is decision time.  You readers have 
asked for it,  so now I am asking you to back-up your words with deeds, support, and feedback. 

Current Government is at its end.  Change is on the horizon and it is up to you.  We must take 
back control of our country.  The only viable alternative remaining is to start anew, using the 
existing magnificent document upon which our nation was founded—the Constitution of the United 
States.  It is our only hope. 

What do I mean by these statements?  It is now time to form a Constitutional government apart 
from Washington, D. C. that is for and  of  the  people—NOT with the present government’s 
representatives or special interest groups. 

What are your thoughts on this matter?  Please write and share them.  If you don’t want to 
include your name or address, that is understandable—but, by all means, do write. 

* * * 

THE  NEWS  DESK 
by Rick Martin    11/17/94 

APEC  MEMBERS  AGREE 

In an article written by Craig Forman and Dan Biers, appearing in the Nov. 16 edition of THE WALL 
STREET JOURNAL, BOGOR, Indonesia [quoting:] 

The U.S. and 17 other Pacific Rim nations agreed to remove trade and investment barriers in the next 
quarter century, in a move that could transform the region into the world’s largest free-trade area. 

The declaration, agreed upon at the Asia-Pacific Cooperation summit at a colonial-era palace in this 
Indonesian mountain village, aims at accelerating development in a region that already accounts for 40% of 
world trade and half the world economy. 

LEONARDO  DA  VINCI 

In an article from the Nov. 12 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, written by Janet Cawley, [quot-
ing:] 
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An illustrated Leonardo da Vinci manuscript outlining his theories on water, hydraulics and the universe 
was sold at auction Friday for a record $30.8 million to an anonymous private collector who won a 
dramatic bidding war. 

POPE  &  MAFIA 

In an article from the Nov. 6 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, CATANIA, Sicily—[quoting:] 

Hours after Pope John Paul II urged Sicilians to stand firm against the Mafia, mobsters made clear what 
they thought of that sentiment in a gruesome but familiar way Saturday.  They sent a lamb with its throat slit 
to the home of a Sicilian priest. 

“This is how you will finish up,” said a note attached to the dead animal.  The lamb was found hanging on 
the door of the Rev. Gino Sacchetti, a prison chaplain and head of a drug rehabilitation center near Palermo. 
The note was viewed as a warning to the anti-Mafia priest, not to the pope, police and church officials said. 

EU  FRAUD 

In an article from the Nov. 16 edition of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, [quoting:] 

Theft and misuse of European Union funds are rampant throughout the 12-nation trade bloc, the EU audit 
chief reported, saying it was impossible to guess how much of the $78.9 billion distributed last year went 
astray.  [Hmmm.] 

“If we knew the extent of the fraud, then it would be much easier to solve the problem,” Andre Middlehoek 
said, adding that insufficient data and monitoring prevented accurate estimates.  [Ah-huh.] 

LUXEMBOURG 

In an article from the Nov. 16 edition of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by Peter Gumbel, 
[quoting:] 
It’s not widely known, but Germany’s most dynamic—and most profitable—financial center isn’t in Ger-
many. 

It’s in this neighboring grand duchy, where the number of German banks has more than doubled in the past 
six years, and where Germans have deposited almost as much money in Luxembourg-based investment 
funds as they have in German-based ones. 

Last year, for the first time, the Luxembourg subsidiaries of German banks earned bigger profits as a 
percentage of their balance sheets than their German parents, according to the Bundesbank, Germany’s 
central bank. 

And there’s an uncomfortable reason why these developments have been kept hush-hush: Luxembourg’s 
financial-services boom is built in part on large-scale capital flight from Germany, the owner of Europe’s 
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biggest economy. 

GATT’S  TRAPS 

In an article from the Nov. 16 edition of THE CONSERVATIVE CHRONICLE, written by Charley 
Reese, [quoting:] 

There are all sorts of things buried in GATT.  For example, it eliminates the guaranteed minimum returns on 
U.S. savings bonds, which was enacted during the Reagan Administration to provide a financial safety net 
for small investors. 

You may ask, “What have savings bonds got to do with GATT?  The answer is that GATT eliminates 
several billion dollars in tariff revenues—taxes levied on foreign products imported to the United States. 
This revenue has to be made up, and one way the Clinton Administration means to make it up is by 
reducing the amount of interest paid to people who own U.S. savings bonds. 

Another section requires—and this sounds Orwellian—taxpayer identification numbers at birth.  God and 
the devil only know what else is buried in the fine print of the 4,004 pages of implementing legislation 
Clinton wants Congress to pass without reading, without understanding, without debate, without modifi-
cation and without delay. 

GATT  VOTE 

In an article from the Nov. 17 edition of Southern California’s DAILY NEWS, written by David E. Sanger, 
[quoting:] 

President Clinton and a parade of the fallen and the survivors in Congress vowed Wednesday to plow 
ahead with a vote on a world trade agreement after Thanksgiving despite some bipartisan opposition. 

“We must pass the GATT, and we should do it right away,” Clinton said in Jakarta, Indonesia... 

“The question of delaying GATT is really an issue of whether GATT passes at all,” Gore said.  “It is 
abundantly clear that a delay in GATT would kill it.” 

Passage of the agreement seems all but assured in the House, where Gingrich repeatedly has expressed 
support for it.  Indeed, in a letter to the president Wednesday, Gingrich pledged to work toward “a 
bipartisan majority” to achieve passage. 

But its chances in the Senate are uncertain. 

SCENTS 

In an article from the Nov. 3 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, MINNEAPOLIS—[quoting:] 

Spike the Old Spice.  Pour out the Polo.  Kiss your White Diamonds goodbye. 
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For some people at the University of Minnesota’s School of Social Work, Christian Dior’s Poison is 
exactly that.  So the school has prohibited its 250 students from wearing perfumes, colognes and other 
scented products. 

The ban is a response to a puzzling new affliction called multiple chemical sensitivity-environmental illness, 
which can leave people temporarily paralyzed by even a whiff of perfume.  It’s not known how many 
people have the disease. 

HOLOCAUST 

In an article from the Oct. 28 edition of THE ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, BERLIN—[quoting:] 

A group of German intellectuals and writers is launching a drive to build a national Holocaust museum. 

There will be a conference in Hanover this weekend to draw attention to the cause, which picked up steam 
last year after the Holocaust Memorial Museum opened in Washington, D.C. 

“We need a complete portrayal of Nazi crimes in a central place and in its own building,” organizer Hans- 
Jueren Haessler said Thursday. 

DIETARY  SUPPLEMENT  ACT 

In an article from the Oct. 27 edition of THE MODESTO BEE, WASHINGTON—[quoting:] 

Hoping to end a long and bitter fight, President Clinton on Wednesday signed compromise legislation “to 
bring common sense to the treatment of dietary supplements.”  The new law, the Dietary Supplement 
Health and Education Act, allows supplements such as vitamins, minerals, herbs and amino acids to be 
sold once they are shown to be safe.  But it bans most claims that individual supplements cure or prevent 
illness. 

PORK  BELLY  RESEARCH 

In an article from the Nov. 16 edition of THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION, WEST 
LAFAYETTE, Ind.—[quoting:] 

Scientists at Purdue University have found a new use for pork bellies. 

The biomedical researchers have isolated a material from pig intestines that may help repair damaged 
tissues—such as torn ligaments or cartilage—in humans. 
Stephen F. Badylak, who heads the project, said that when the material is implanted in the body it breaks 
down and begins acting like the original tissue. 

He said the material, small-intestinal submucosa, could also be used to repair hernias and reconstruct 
burned skin.  He expects to begin human trials with 18 months. 
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SUPREME  COURT  RULING 

In an article from the Nov. 9 edition of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by Paul M. Barrett, 
[quoting:] 

The Supreme Court said that a party to a lawsuit can’t get a lower-court defeat erased from the law-books 
merely by settling the dispute while the case in on appeal. 

Yesterday’s unanimous high court ruling will significantly affect business-related litigation because some 
federal appeals courts have been willing to automatically eliminate lower-court decisions when a losing 
company agrees to settle a case.  Because this sort of litigation frequently involves commercial interests 
suing each other, the justices’ ruling can’t be neatly categorized as helping or hurting business in general. 

Still, consumer advocates applauded the ruling.  These advocates contend that some companies sued 
repeatedly for wrongdoing have tried to manipulate the judicial process by settling suits and then seeking to 
get court decisions erased. 

“This decision is an enormous victory for the public interest,” said Mary Parker, president of Trial Lawyers 
for Public Justice Foundation, a liberal Washington group.  “The court’s decision effectively means that 
wealthy litigants will no longer be able to control the development of the law by buying and selling judicial 
opinions.” 

JUMPING  INTO  ACTION Front Page   9/1/94     Bill Roth 

Staff Sgt. Fleek, left, of the 1st Battalion (Airborne), 501st Infantry, helps a Russian paratrooper get ready 
for a jump off a 34-foot tower at Fort Richardson on Wednesday.  Thirteen soldiers from an airborne 
reconnaissance battalion from Khabarovsk, Russia are participating in a two-week exchange. 

DAVID  &  GOLIATH 

In an article sent from an Australian subscriber, taken from the July/Aug. edition of WAKE UP!, written by 
Michael A. Clark, [quoting:] 

The KINGDOM TIMES, Belfast, May 1994, carried a story of how a leading archaeologist had found 
Goliath’s skull in a valley west of Jerusalem with the stone of David’s slingshot still embedded in his 
forehead!  Dr. Richard Martin says the discovery proves that David’s battle with a 10-foot giant happened 
just like the BIBLE said it did, 1,000 years before the birth of Yahshua. 

“This is the archaeological find of the century, if not of all time,” Dr. Martin told reporters at a conference 
in Jerusalem.  “Many people, including scholars and clergymen, would have us believe that the biblical 
account of David and Goliath is little more than an interesting piece of fiction,” he said. 

“But we found this skull in the valley of Elah, in the foothills of the Judean mountains, where David’s battle 
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with Goliath was said to have taken place.  Even more intriguing, the skull is huge and clearly belonged to 
a man of enormous stature. 

“And if you believe the BIBLE, you know that Goliath was 9 feet 8 inches tall. 

“But the most telling piece of evidence is the small round rock we found embedded in the forehead.  The 
BIBLE tells that David killed Goliath with a stone flung from a leather sling.” 

Dr. Martin found the skull during an archaeological survey 20 miles south-west of Jerusalem on 23rd 
March, 1993.  He and his assistants instantly realized that the find was important; but, it was only when 
they had performed tests which showed the skull to be between 2,900 and 3,000 years old that they began 
to think they had found the remains of Goliath. 

“The BIBLE places the battle between David and Goliath around 990 B.C., or 1,000 years before the 
birth of Yahshua,” Dr. Martin said. 

“According to the BIBLE the battle began as a band of Israelites were preparing to fight a band of 
Philistines in the Valley of Elah. 

“At that point in history it was common for enemies to avoid massive casualties by allowing one man from 
each side to fight for their respective armies.  To quote the BIBLE, Goliath challenged the Israelites to 
‘choose a man and let him come to me. If he be able to fight with me and kill me, then we will be your 
servants.  But if I...kill him, then you will serve us.’ “ 

David answered the challenge and killed Goliath with a single stone thrown from a leather sling.  When 
Goliath hit the ground, David chopped off his head with Goliath’s own sword. 

“As I said before, the skull that we found had a rock stuck in the forehead.  There was also evidence to 
suggest that the head had been severed from the body by a sharp object, most likely a sword.  There can 
be little doubt that this is Goliath’s skull.  To be perfectly frank, I’m staking my career on it,” said Dr. 
Martin. 

ON  THE  TRAIL  OF  BLACK  HELICOPTERS 
AND  IMPLANTED  CHIPS 

In   an  article  from  the  Denver  Post  on  9/23/94 by Fred Brown, [quoting:] 

It’s true.  Black helicopters really do flutter over Colorado all the time.  Those right-wing conspiracy 
theorists aren’t crazy after all.  And even if they are crazy, they aren’t imagining things. 

Unmarked black helicopters have become one of the strangest political issues in Colorado this year. 
Some candidates who see the government as the enemy of true patriots like themselves report suspicious 
sightings.  They’ve also been known to warn that the government is plotting to insert tiny little microchips 
into people’s bodies. 
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Chips and choppers:  It all ties together, as any fool can see.  Those black helicopters are probably 
equipped with sophisticated electronics to keep track of unwittingly microchipped true patriots. 

These folks stop just short of wearing tinfoil hats to shield themselves from evil government rays. 

But even paranoiacs have enemies.  And, yes, there is some basis in reality for these flights of fearful fancy. 

The helicopters—Hueys, Cobras and even scarier-looking models—belong to the Army and Army Na-
tional Guard.  They’re based at Buckley Air National Guard Base in Aurora, Fort Carson south of Colo-
rado Springs or in Eagle. 

“They’re flown all the time,” said John Spann, a spokesman for Buckley.  “We support law enforcements 
in a variety of missions,” including the war on drugs and search-and-rescue missions. 

The helicopters helped fight forest fires and flew bodies out of Glenwood Canyon.  They go on training 
flights.  They’re called out when important visitors are around, such as the pope or the emperor and 
empress of Japan. 

The helicopters aren’t black; they’re dark green.  They’re not unmarked, but the numbers and letters are 
black. 

“If you’re anywhere beyond a hundred yards from the aircraft, you’re not going to see it.  It’s for camou-
flage,” explains Maj. Tom Schultz, public affairs officer for the Colorado National Guard.  They probably 
would be less sinister-looking if they were painted, say, in friendly pastels, but then they wouldn’t be much 
good if the Guard were called up for actual combat. 

ALL WELL and good, says David Kopel, but “It still seems hard to justify militarizing law enforcement. 
Some guy growing two dozen marijuana plants in Weld County would not seem to require a response from 
the U.S. Army, including the Army National Guard.” 

Kopel, an attorney and research director at the Independence Institute in Golden, also explains why the 
right is so twitchy about microchips. 

The Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, he says, “is researching creation of a gun which could only be 
activated by a microchip implanted in the owner’s hand.” 

It’s supposed to be so police can’t be disarmed and shot with their own pistols, he said, but “I find it hard 
to believe there would not be a strong push to apply it to other people as well.” 

Mary Anne Fenley, spokeswoman for CDC’s National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, says 
there has been some fuzzy speculation about such a technology, but “we do not have that kind of research 
under way right now... 

“The discussion about that has not gone any further than people considering whether that might be a 
feasible way to prevent injury due to firearms,” she said. 
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Hmmm. Now where did I put that tinfoil hat? 

DoD  GIVES  BACK  TO  U.S.  GOVERNMENT  $1,000,000 
EARMARKED  FOR  RESEARCH  TO  ACCOUNT  FOR 

KOREAN  WAR  MISSING 

PRESS  ADVISORY (fax) 
From Sons/Daughters of Liberty, dated 11/16/94 [quoting:] 

Summary: 
In  June  of  this year, the House Appropriations Committee earmarked $1 million to be used by the 
Department’s POW/MIA Office in support of archival research and declassification of government records 
to assist families of POW/MIAs from the Korean War and the Cold War.  On November 9, DoD in-
formed Congress that nearly all of the money would be given to the Library of Congress. 

Ms. Pat Dunton, President of the Korean/Cold War Family Association of the Missing, said, “The com-
mitment made of DoD to accept our input on how this money should be spent has not been honored.  In 
view of DoD’s questionable performance in previous archive research efforts, the proposed expenditure 
should be closely reviewed before it is finalized.  We are particularly alarmed that the services of indepen-
dent researchers, who have made the most significant contribution to this process, are not included.  This 
after all, is what the money was intended to be used for.  This government is simply spending money on 
itself rather than using it for much needed research that family members have requested for years.” 

Last June, family members of the more than 8,000 American servicemen who did not return from the 
Korean War and Cold War thought that they had two things they have sought for years: a commitment 
from the Department of Defense (DoD) to investigate the circumstances of loss of their loved ones, and $1 
million to pay for it.  If the DoD has its way, however, the money will simply be given to another govern-
ment agency. 

Many relatives of the missing from America’s “Forgotten War” have expressed bitter disappointment over 
DoD’s announcement that nearly all of the $1 million, which was earmarked for research in support of 
families who want nothing more than to know what became of their fathers, sons, and brothers, will be 
given to a Washington bureaucracy. 

In a July 1994 meeting with General James Wold, head of DoD’s POW/MIA office, relatives were prom-
ised that they would be consulted on how to spend this additional research money which was added to the 
$13.5 million Wold’s ofice was already allocated.  On Novermber 9, relatives learned that DoD intended 
to spend the $1 million without any input from the families whose efforts made the appropriation possible 
in the first place. 

“I am alarmed that General Wold has disregarded his commitment to the families of Korean and Cold War 
missing service personnel,” said Ms. Dunton, President of the Korean/Cold War Family Association of the 
Missing.  “We were not consulted at all.  In addition, in view of the questionable way DoD has handled 
research into these issues in the past, I am deeply concerned that the serices of independent researchers, 
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who have made the most significant contribution to this process, are not included.” 

Rather than making research into individual cases the top priority, Dunton continues, “DoD is simply 
spending money on itself rather than using it for much needed research that family members have requested 
for years. 

DoD’s plan, the details of which were not shared with relatives or members of Congress, is to pay the 
Library of Congress to “identify, retrieve, and centrally locate all documents pertaining to Korean and 
Cold War personnel.”  DoD’s plan was not reviewed or approved by Assistant Archivist of the United 
States, Dr. Trudy Petersen, who in addition to being a senior member of the Presidentital Commission on 
POW/MIAs, is also one of the top officials of the Library of Congress. 

“Dr. Petersen knew nothing of this plan until I told her about it,: said Mr. Bruce Sanderson, Vice President 
of the Korean/Cold War Family Association of the Missing.  “Not only was it news to her, she told me it 
doesn’t make any sense.  She was not even advised of this by DoD.” 

Other relatives feel let down by DoD, particularly in light of the fact that the $1 million was intended to help 
families who, as Mrs. Gerri Prescott, past president of the Family Association, said in testimony before 
Congress in April, have had to “spend their own time and money to locate documents and records which 
could help explain the circumstance, location, and any possible additional information” concerning the loss 
of their missing loved one. 

Relatives of the Korean and Cold War missing hope that congress will not permit DoD to simply funnel this 
research money into another Washington bureaucracy.  “All we want them to do is keep their promise to 
let relatives have some input.”  Dunton said, “especially now when we know that governmental commis-
sions and bureaucrats, who have had tens of millions of dollars and decades to do this research, have little 
to show for it.  Why do they need to take the only money set aside to help families and spend it on 
something we don’t want?” 

Family members have expressed cautious optimism that DoD’s plan will be blocked by Congress, but the 
answer may not come until after the new Republican majority in both Houses is sworn in in January 1995. 

For further information: 

Ms. Pat Dunton, 214-471-0246 
Mr. Bruce Sanderson, 701-232-8159 
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CHAPTER  8 

GATT  TWO-STEP  NOW  PLAYING 
TELL  CONGRESS  TO  WAKE  UP! 

Congress and the United States Senate will soon be returning to Washington, D.C. for a “Lame Duck” 
session, expressly for the purpose of passing the G.A.T.T.  All of those now un-elected congressmen 
and Senators will be voting for G.A.T.T., thinking they have nothing to lose. 

G.A.T.T. will install the World Trade Organization and relinquish the sovereignty of both the federal and 
state governments to a one nation, one vote organization.  People in foreign countries will be able to attack 
a state law through the W.T.O. and if they win will then be able to “sanction” any export from the United 
States or fine the United States/state until the law is changed.  While the United States and/or the offending 
state cannot be compelled to change the law, it does allow this country to be penalized for its law. 

Senator Hollings from South Carolina informed the American People that there was much more “pork 
barrel” legislation in the fast track “implementing legislation” for the G.A.T.T. and will soon be renewing the 
hearings.  Remember the billions of dollars for cellular phone industry? 

C-Span (Nevada Prime Cable states 4 and 49) carries these hearings in their entirety and rebroadcasts 
them, several times.  Those with recorders should record these programs and send them to friends for their 
education and send them to our respective State Officials, such as the Attorney General, Governor, and 
Secretary of State.  Fax, Write and Call the “lame ducks” (Bilbray of Nevada) and inform them that if they 
vote to pass G.A.T.T., knowing they are not going to be returning to Congress or the Senate, that we fully 
intend to petition our State governments for Prosecution of their Treason Against the State.  Petitions 
need to be drawn up and begun to circulate, and copies need to be forwarded to these individuals 
establishing that the electorate means business. [See Chapter 9] 

Call all of the Nevada [and every state] representatives and tell them to vote no for the G.A.T.T., that the 
American People want a full fledged hearing on this matter.  Don’t forget to call the White House and tell 
them you are against G.A.T.T.  Call Senator Robert Dole’s office and inform him as well. 

Senator Bob Dole’s telephone numbers are: 
(202) 224-6521; 
(202) 224-3135; 
(316) 263-4956; 
(913) 371-6108; 
FAX: (202) 224-3163; 
all Congress FAX: (202) 225-7700 

(14.4 bps routing). 

* * * 
MORE  ACTION  ITEMS  ABOUT  GATT 
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PETITION  FOR  REDRESS  OF  GRIEVANCES 

AN  OPEN  LETTER  ABOUT  GATT 

TO:  JAMES  BAKER,  FROM:  RONN  JACKSON 

An open letter to James Baker, former Secretary of State (11/17/94): 

Well Mr. Baker, your statement on the G.A.T.T. agreement nee treaty was predictable.  Why didn’t 
you just say, “G.A.T.T. TREATY “?  Why didn’t you say, “ The Republicans are no different than Presi-
dent Clinton, and they intend to give away the American people’s sovereignty?”  Well, Mr. Baker, you are 
as transparent and as tyrannical as the current Administration.  You are a traitor and will be judged accord-
ingly.  Your words placed another nail in Government’s coffin.  Yours and Government’s “swan song” is 
being prepared at this very moment, and you will go down in history as having composed it, your (sancti-
monious) selves. 
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CHAPTER  9 

EUROPEAN  STATESMAN  DESTROYS  GATT 
AND  ‘FREE  TRADE’  MYTHS 

(Editor’s note:  This exceptional and revealing interview is with Mr. A-6 of THE Committee, Sir 
James Goldsmith.  His book Le Piege means “The Trap” in English (our rough translation). 

To subscribe to the SPOTLIGHT call 800-522-6292 $38/year   300 Independence Ave SE—Washing-
ton, DC 20003 

THE  TIME  IS  NOW! 

Editor’s note:  We at CONTACT emphatically concur with Sir James [A-6] Goldsmith’s  evaluation 
of the GATT situation (see pages 32-33) and we applaud his valiant efforts toward opposing its 
passage. 

Readers: we are asking that you please take pen-in-hand and put your thoughts to paper, in the 
same manner as your avalanche of letters written to Ronn Jackson.  Let Sir James Goldsmith hear 
your voice!  Let him know that there are many out there who take this nation’s freedom seriously— 
that the Constitution is more than some abstract idea.  Our Constitution Of The United States Of 
America is a beautifully inspired, living, breathing blueprint for en-Light-ened living. 

And while you’re at it: let Sir James Goldsmith know that Ronn Jackson MUST be released from 
prison.  Governor Bob Miller appears to be a key figure in that process.  This is the time and the 
place to clearly express yourself—and when you do so, please photocopy the Urgent Notice (below) 
and attach it with your letter. 

You may write directly to Sir James Goldsmith  c/o:  Carroll Grof Publisher, 260 - 5th Ave., New 
York, New York  10001.  You may also elect to send a copy of your letter and Urgent Notice  to  Gov. 
Bob  Miller,  Executive  Chamber,  Capitol Complex, Carson City, NV  89710.  And, perhaps, also 
send a copy to Ronn Jackson [33866] at SNCC, Unit 185A, P. O. Box 100, Jean, NV  89026.  Let 
your voice be heard!  NOW! 
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CHAPTER  10 

THE  TRUTH  Shall  Go  Forth! 
11/21/94 #1    ESU  “JESUS”  SANANDA 

Esu Sananda present this day in Radiance.  Thomas, I ask that you write that which I shall give unto you— 
for that which is given shall not be for you, but shall be for the many.  It has been a long, hard road—but 
each individual must travel their own pathway before being ready.  You are ready, my friend. 

Those who have come against my people have thought to tear down The Word.  Has it not ever been so? 
So, too, has it not been told to you ones that The Word shall stand all who would come against it? 

The Word is God, and God shall never fail thee.  God is The Word and The Word shall not be banned, 
suppressed or hidden in the dark places away from man’s viewing—for The Word is given forth to awaken 
man that he may know that which has befallen him.  Each must make their informed decisions. 

I tell thee with surety and with authority: none shall prevail who come against me or my people, and none 
shall prevail who would suppress The Word.  The Word shall go forth—for it has long been written that 
it would be thus, and it shall be as it is written! 

God shall win this battle and I stand as One with that Energy.  This battle shall be won with The Word of 
Truth, for we have no need for your swords or your blood!  I put my enemy on notice: withdraw now, for 
if you stay to undermine my work, you shall rue the day.  This is your last warning. 

I Am Sananda 
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CHAPTER  11 

AMAZING  1832  BILL  OF  RIGHTS 
CONTAINS  “MISSING”  13TH  AMENDMENT 

CONSTITUTIONAL  RECOVERY  IS  POSSIBLE! 

Editor’s note:  Below you will notice the cover page of a book first published in 1832.  What follows 
is the Bill of Rights taken from that publication’s Constitution Of The United States.  You will notice 
the ratified “missing” 13th Amendment appears within the text of this Bill Of Rights.  It is all there 
for you to see—if you but do the research.  The adversary has usurped all the power and buried this 
vital and valid Constitutional Amendment.  The deception of the dark forces knows no boundaries. 
We would like to extend a special thanks to CONTACT reader Julian Gulsvig of Minnesota for 
providing us with a copy of this rare treasure. 

DON’T  FORGET  THAT  13TH  AMENDMENT 

TITLES  OF  NOBILITY 
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CHAPTER  12 

JULY  1792  MONOGRAPH  WARNS  ABOUT 
DARK  FORCES  TAKING  OVER  OUR  REPUBLIC 
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CHAPTER  13 

THE  PIPELINE:  PART  IX 
by Michael Maholy 

DOWN  THE  MIGHTY  MISSISSIPPI 

As Russell Hebert and I landed his twin-engined Beechcraft at the Morgan City, Louisiana airport, we 
were greeted by one of Mr. Ricky (the Fatman) Guidrey’s men, who would take us both by car to the 
Holiday Inn at nearby New Iberia, Louisiana. 

Once at the hotel, we checked into room #107—just another common, standard twin bed/cable T.V./ 
telephone type of room—nothing fancy.  We were told that two of our people were already checked into 
the room across and down the hall from us.  These men were our two old buddies, Frank Adams, and his 
young counterpart operative, Nick Pena.  It seems that these two men were popping up all over the place 
lately.  I still did not know what we would be doing or where we would be going.  Working for the C.I.A. 
entails just this sort of lifestyle.  I guess they (the handlers at Langley) figured that it was best this way, 
keeping us, as well as others, always guessing.  There was always the possibility of a defector or someone 
who might think of selling data or intelligence. 

As it turned out, we were all assembled together to discuss some problems that had arisen during the 
previous week, concerning a load of weapons that had been shipped by barge, down the muddy Missis-
sippi River, to a holding facility at the port of New Orleans.  The weapons, some two thousand small arms, 
automatic assault rifles, and assorted high-quality automatic pistols, came down river from East St. Louis, 
Illinois, compliments of our old C.I.A. friends at Granite City Steel. 

The journey of the weapons had been flawless until reaching their mooring berth at an old canal just off the 
main  Mississippi River channel on Lake Pontchartrain, in the little smugglers’ haven of Algiers, Louisiana. 
Once anchored there, the weapons were taken off the barge of scrap metal and placed on an oil-field off- 
shore supply boat, then taken to another location for shipment some time later.  But the problem was that 
the load of 2,000 weapons was now reduced to 1,000 and the people in charge of the shipment claimed 
they knew nothing of the shortage.  This was not good.  This was why Adams and Pena had been called in. 

Although I didn’t yet know it, this was probably the first time in my smuggling career that I would see the 
wrath, the vengefulness, the tremendous dark side of the corrupt C.I.A. and their “covert ghosts” at work. 
Until this point, for me it wasn’t just a job, it was an adventure, but now these two “cleaners”, Adams and 
Pena, were brought in to do what they did best.  Anyone and everyone who knew these two cowboys, 
these terminators who worked for the C.I.A. directly under George Bush and Oliver North, knew that the 
body count in Algiers would rise if the weapons were not accounted for.  I remember thinking to myself 
while standing in the hotel room, that this was just yet another classic example of the age-old saying (one 
that my dear father would often repeat in his days of teaching me the ways of the world) that there is no 
honor among thieves. 

I wondered why Hebert and myself were to be involved, since, after all, I had provided codes, logistics— 
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a bag boy; besides, neither of us even knew there was a barge of weapons coming this way.  I remember 
the cold feeling that penetrated my entire body that day.  I wondered if I, like so many drug and weapons 
smugglers, would become involved in murder.  Murder for either drugs or weapons did not fit my stan-
dards of life.  Although I was told there would be times I would have to do “what needed to be done” to 
get the job done, I never really planned to use the Beretta 9 mm semi-automatic pistol that was tucked 
under my left arm in its shoulder holster.  I was starting to break out into a cold sweat—a far different 
picture from the calm, cool, collected “terminators” seated across from me.  At times, I sensed they might 
even enjoy some action, especially the younger Pena.  His idol, the aging Adams, had several kills to his 
credit over the years.  A few thieves would just be “practice” for this hunter. 
In the other corner of the room, Hebert was babbling some excuse about why he could not go on this 
mission.  He told us that he and Barry Seal had other business up in Mena, Arkansas, along with Terry 
Reed and a fellow out of Kansas City, Missouri.  Hebert became upset at Adams, telling him that he did 
not take orders from Adams or Pena, that he took his orders from Seal or his other C.I.A. handler in 
Langley.  Adams smiled at Hebert, turned to me and said, “What’s up with you?  Are you going with 
“Bozo the Clown” to Mena, or are you coming with us to Algiers?” 

I was at a loss for words.  Before I could speak, Adams handed me an envelope and said, “Here’s your 
goddamn orders, Maholy.  Now get your ass showered, fed, and rested, because we are shoving off at 
0400 hours.”  Then he said, “Fuck that Cajun pilot; he will just be in the way anyhow; we are driving now.” 
Hebert was silent the whole time and just stood there thinking of something to back up his decision to stay 
neutral in this matter.  Then Hebert tried to speak out in his own defense and said, “but...but...”, and 
Adams quickly interrupted and said, “‘But’ my ass, you fat piece of shit!  You don’t want to go near 
Algiers because of the shit you pulled off down there two years ago.  You know, that incident with the 
overseas cargo containers full of Colombian reefer that you and those six other swamp rats stole from 
Perkins’ boys.”  Hebert seemed shocked and said he had nothing to do with the actual hijacking of two of 
the five overseas shipping containers (well, actually, piggy-back truck trailers that each held ten tons of 
Colombian marijuana), other than to find a buyer for the drugs out of Denver, Colorado. 

Adams again put Hebert in his place by telling him that he had the complete file on Hebert back at Quantico, 
Virginia, and that everyone who was involved would pay the price sooner or later, somewhere down the 
road.  It was even more shocking to me, as Adams continued to tell Hebert what an asshole he was for 
pulling off a stunt like that, that two people, including the son in a very wealthy, Mafia-connected, New 
Orleans family was killed during the seizure of the two containers of marijuana.  The two bodies were 
bound and gagged, shot in the back of the head, execution-style, and placed in a barge full of grain, where 
they were found one week later by dock workers in Algiers. 

Adams further humiliated Hebert by telling him, Pena, and myself, that the reason Mr. Hebert didn’t want 
to go to Algiers is because he had been warned to stay clear of the area.  Even though there was no solid 
evidence placing Hebert there at the time of the actual hijacking, it was common knowledge among the 
seedy wharf rats—modern-day pirates—that Hebert and his crew were the perpetrators of the operation. 
Therefore they still held him accountable for the missing drugs and the two deaths.  Adams’ insinuation was 
clear:  maybe, just maybe, Hebert might know something about the missing weapons that disappeared a 
few days earlier.  He was just fishing for information and told Hebert to relax and calm down—that he was 
just busting his balls a bit.  Adams told him to carry his big, dumb ass up and out of there before he bitch- 
slapped him. 
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Hebert did just that.  He got up out of his chair, downed his whiskey, looked at me and said, “Be careful, 
Maholy—that crowd down in Algiers don’t play games.”  Adams said, “Neither do I,” and told Hebert to 
hit the gas—shove off! 

All this stunned me.  Here I was in the room with two of the C.I.A.’s top-notch covert agents, either one 
of whom could take me out of the program in a heart beat. 

I looked at the raging Adams and said that I had better call my handler at Langley and confirm all this just 
to get things straight.  Then Adams told Pena and myself that he had just decided on a change in plan. 
Instead of leaving in the early morning, we would make the two hour drive now.  We would drive to the 
Big-Easy—New Orleans—and lay low in a Motel 6 for the night and look into the matter at Algiers the 
next day.  We jumped into a Chevy Suburban and headed east toward New Orleans. 

I was the appointed driver.  Just north of New Iberia, Louisiana we hit Interstate 10 that runs east and west 
across the bottom of the United States.  Just east of Lafayette we started across the 39-mile elevated 
section of interstate that slices through the Henderson Swamp.  (Remember, readers, that I took you there 
a month earlier;  this is a part of the same river basin.)  I thought to myself just how many drugs were 
coming into the United States.  It seemed that everywhere I would go, drugs and weapons of destruction 
would follow.  I looked over my right shoulder at the blank vastness of the deserted swamp, and knew that 
just twenty miles south was a houseboat full of C.I.A. drug smugglers. 

We had checked into a small Motel 6 on the outskirts of Metairie, just a little way northwest of New 
Orleans.  Although I had suggested getting my own room for the night, Adams was persistent that he, 
Pena, and I all share the same room.  Adams did not want me out of his sight. 

It was 7:00 p.m. when we arrived.  There would be no leaving the room tonight for any of us, other than to 
go out to our vehicle and bring in our duffel bags.  I was traveling light, as usual; Pena, on the other hand, 
came prepared to dig in for as long as necessary—or until the job was done.  As usual, the two “ghosts” 
came loaded for bear.  We ordered some fast food, watched the nightly news and got some sleep. 

The next morning started at 0600 hours.  Adams had already been up for over an hour going over some 
data he was given by another C.I.A. operative at the Granite City Steel Works in East St. Louis.  Since 
Adams was running the show, I felt like a bookend, not even knowing my purpose in being with the two 
C.I.A. assassins.  Adams told us that we were all going to see a man who owned a bar in the French 
Quarter in New Orleans.  He would have the information we needed to start tracking the lost weapons. 

The name of the bar was “Papillon’s”, and was on an off-street, a block from the famous Bourbon Street. 
It was not a large place, maybe seating 50-or-so customers.  It was a typical low-to-middle class type of 
bar that featured topless waiters, peanuts in a bowl, and a four-hour “happy hour”.  Standing outside the 
front door were two transvestites, who at 8:00 a.m. were just preparing to get some sleep.  As the three of 
us passed them, one propositioned Pena, probably because of his young, dark, Latin look.  Pena smiled, 
and said, “Later, faggot; you can count on it!” 

We sat at a table near the bar.  I didn’t realize it then, but everything Adams and Pena did—including the 
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choice of a table to sit at—had purpose.  They positioned themselves where they could see virtually 
everything and everyone who patronized the bar.  The wall was behind us, our blind side.  These two 
agents had been around the block a time or two, and I felt somewhat safe all of a sudden.  Adams went to 
the bartender and spoke with him.  The bartender motioned the three of us into an adjacent room, actually 
the office of the owner, Mr. Louis Serta. 

Serta had a lot to tell Adams—a lot about EVERYTHING!   Serta ordered a round of drinks, but Adams 
quickly responded, “We came for the weapons, not no goddamned booze.”  Serta continued to spill his 
guts.  He must have had forewarning as to whom the weapons had belonged and what the consequences 
would be for those who were involved or who resisted the return of C.I.A. property.  As the conversation 
began to take form, names were coming out of the closets.  It seemed that the Dixie Mafia had taken part 
in the confiscation of the weapons.  Then suddenly, the names of two assholes just dropped out of the sky: 
“Do the names of two Arkansas lawmen—Allan Swint and Jay Campbell mean anything to you?” said 
Serta to Adams.  Adams turned to me and said, “Now, Maholy, you see why you’re here, don’t you.  I 
almost pissed in my pants at that statement.  Serta went on to say that the two lawmen came down from 
Little Rock the previous week, just before the weapons disappeared and that they were responsible for 
taking them.  They had paid for the weapons with a large amount of cocaine that was brought from Little 
Rock and given to the Dixie Mafia boss in Algiers. 

Serta was shaking and needed a drink to calm his nerves.  So did I, but I dare not ask.  I could see that 
Adams was getting pissed.  He asked Serta what else he could tell us.  Serta went on to tell us that when 
Swint and Campbell came down to buy the guns they brought two black men with them who they said 
were members of a street gang called the “Crips”.  One man was from Little Rock; the other was from 
Compton, California, near Los Angeles.  All four of the men went to the barge and looked at the weapons. 
Then Adams asked how they knew the weapons were on a barge in Algiers.  Serta answered that he 
didn’t really know; perhaps it was leaked by someone operating out of Arkansas.  Adams replied, “Like 
a piece of shit named Hebert!”  Serta said, “Surely you can’t mean Russell Hebert, can you?  He’s a dead 
man in Algiers; you might pass that along to him.”  Adams said, “Yeah, I just might do that.” 

Serta then gave us detailed directions to the mooring site of the barge and data about who to contact once 
we arrived at Algiers.  The pieces of the puzzle were starting to fall into place.  My mind was going a 
hundred miles-an-hour.  I thought, “How could Hebert do this—sell out information about C.I.A. weap-
ons?  Is he crazy?  If this is true, it would mean an instant ticket to the next world.”  But some things just 
didn’t fit.  Hebert liked money, but he also liked his life as a C.I.A. drug runner, plus he disliked the two 
Arkansas lawmen. 

We left the bar in New Orleans and headed to Algiers, just 15 minutes away.  This little haven for scum 
looked as though it had not changed much in the past 100 years.  The streets were so narrow, it was hard 
to see the tops of the buildings, which were mainly whorehouses and bars.  This town would make Sabine 
Pass look like kiddy-land.  The stench of the polluted backwaters of the Mississippi River were overpow-
ering.  It was 1300 hours.  We decided to hit a local gut wagon for a quick burger.  After the 10-minute 
lunch, we traced down the dock where the “ghost” barge of weapons rested.  There was a pretty good- 
sized scrap-metal junk yard operation there also, complete with a “crusher”—a gigantic-size piece of 
machinery that could swallow up a full-size car or truck, crush it and spit out a rectangular piece of metal 
three feet high and four feet long! 
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Adams spoke to a crane operator at the site.  He told us that the men we were looking for were on a 
tugboat near the barge.  So the three of us walked over to the tug and boarded.  We were gazed upon by 
several tough-looking men who were drinking beer and rolling dice.  The captain of the tug asked if he 
could help us. 

Adams asked to speak to the skipper privately.  The skipper snapped back that this was as private as it 
gets;  these were HIS quarters, HIS crew, HIS world!  Adams was silent for a moment, looking at every 
one of the five men who filled the room.  Then in the blink of an eye, both Adams and Pena had their 9 mm 
automatic pistols drawn, and Adams said, “O.K., we will do this MY way!  Maholy, watch the ramp; 
Pena, if any of these cock-suckers moves, kill ‘em.”  He assured the tug skipper that he would kill every-
one on the tug if he caught the skipper in a lie.  He asked the skipper if he understood what was at stake. 
The skipper nodded.  Pena was told to shake down or search each man for weapons.  Pena found three 
pistols and four knives.  My heart was thumping.  This was not the sort of adventure I needed or wanted. 
I did as I was told and watched for anyone approaching the tug.  Adams and Pena were in total control of 
the situation.  I was praying there would be no casualties, as I would then become an accomplice to 
murder. 

Adams asked the skipper to tell in detail just what went down and who came for the weapons.  The tug 
boat commander told the same story as Serta did.  He also said that some politicians out of Little Rock, 
along with members of the Dixie Mafia had ordered the exchange of cocaine for the weapons.  He said that 
the weapons were all taken off the barge, sorted into categories, and divided, with some 700 of the 
weapons going to Compton, California, and the remaining 300 to Little Rock. 

It all took about 30 minutes for the two C.I.A. agents to extract the information needed.  Since the 
program was now infiltrated by “unknowns”, Adams called for the removal of the rest of the weapons.  He 
would do this later, but told the tug skipper to get the weapons ready and that our people would come to 
get them shortly. 

Adams never gave an inch while interrogating the crew.  I truly believe that if any of the tug boat crew had 
moved, Adams or Pena would have killed them.  I was hoping we could all leave and get the hell out of 
Algiers as soon as possible! 

Calming everyone down, Adams told the skipper that they were in no danger, provided the skipper had 
told the truth.  Adams told me to follow him to our vehicle, where he made a series of phone calls.  He 
asked me to help unload their belongings, and said that one of the tug boat crew would drive me to the 
airport in New Orleans.  From there I would fly back to Little Rock and report to the C.I.A. safehouse and 
await further instructions.  I was never in my life so glad to get out of somewhere as I was just then! 

Adams and Pena stayed behind and secured the area, making sure the rest of the weapons would get to 
where they were going.  Before I caught my ride to the airport, Adams told me that I had passed his test. 
I asked him what test he was speaking of.  He said that if I knew anything about the transaction of the 
cocaine for the weapons, I would have showed signs of my involvement.  He further stated that that was 
why he asked me to go with him to Algiers.  I told him that I was totally unaware of the weapons in the first 
place, that I was working on the ”Delta Dawn” operation that would be starting any day now.  He con-
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firmed that he was well aware of this, but this thing came up and “the company”—the C.I.A.—had to act 
fast.  He also told me that it was still not over and a lot of people would still have to provide a lot of answers 
to a lot of questions. 

But for now, I was at least out of the picture of the gun-toting terminators who, in a sense, had held me 
hostage, as well as the others.  I was wondering a lot of things—like what was waiting for me in Little 
Rock.  Was Hebert involved in this?  Was Barry Seal involved?  What would be the fate of the two corrupt 
Arkansas lawmen?  All these questions cluttered my mind.  One thing that really troubled me was the fact 
that these stolen weapons, that were originally confiscated from different law agencies and destined to be 
destroyed under the watchful eye of the government, now apparently were being sold to black street gangs 
in major cities in the United States, as well as overseas. 

All of this would pound my brain until I fell fast asleep on the flight to Little Rock’s Adams Field Airport. 
I will pick up the story in Little Rock when I return. 

And to my special friend out there in the shadows of Mt. Rainier—the one with the golden hair—now you 
may see that I’ve been whipped, chained, got a hole in my brain; I’ve been loved, I’ve been thugged, but 
I am loose.  Now, I’ve been cruising the bars, now I am walking the stars.  Think about “old sleepless” 
tonight. 

Your man on the inside, 
/s/ Michael 

* * * 

MAHOLY  IN  HARM’S  WAY 

Editor’s note: As the CONTACT was going to press, they received a telephone call from a con-
cerned citizen informing us that Michael Maholy has been badly injured.  Last week, according to 
this call, two very large “martial arts” thugs entered Maholy’s cell and proceeded to severely beat 
him.  As we understand it, he was not killed—but he was badly hurt. 

We here alert our readership about this situation in an effort to provide whatever safety may come 
from public exposure of this assault on his state of health and well-being while remaining in con-
finement. 

Thank you for assisting in keeping the spotlight on this situation 
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CHAPTER  14 

FED  MOCKS  RESULTS  OF  HISTORIC  ELECTION 
by Robert Reno   Newsday 

* * * 

by Ronn Jackson    11/22/94 

To: My Fellow Americans 

The unconstitutional “Federal Reserve Board” just raised your taxes with their actions of increasing the 
interest rate for the umpteenth time this year.  When will you understand: these people do not have your 
welfare at heart; they are a business with the bottom line being the only consideration! 

Instead of believing, as Government says, “Russia, China and Iraq are your enemies”, know that the 
greatest threat to your freedom is the United States Government.  These people do not represent you, they 
represent money. 

In light and freedom, 

Ronn Jackson-33866 
SNCC-Unit 185A 
P.O. Box 100 
Jean, NV 89026 
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CHAPTER  15 

INSIGHTFUL  LETTER  FROM 
RONN  JACKSON  TO  MR.  STEPANCHAK 

11-9-94 

Dear Mr. Stepanchak (or The Ol’ Man), 
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your critique. 

Larry King addressed ”Area 51".  He is grossly uninformed and knows no more about that area than the 
people interviewed.  I heard about the program and received a partial transcript; I threw it away.  Mass 
media conditioning began many years ago.  Look on the board of directors of the CFR:  Ted Koppel, 
Mortimer Zuckerman, Dan Rather, Peter Jennings, the Graham family of Washington Post & Newsweek 
fame, and, oh yes, Pete Peterson and Larry King, to mention a few members.  Shit, they have over 2700 
members, all media and attorney types (I almost forgot one former member:  A-17 of the Committee and 
board member of MJ-12.  He’s just an old country boy.) 

Your comments on Professor John Dewey are accurate; however, you left out a very large player in the 
educational field; ever hear of the Annenberg Foundation? 

While I was reading your critique, Beatrice Wells was doing an automobile commercial on a local Las 
Vegas television station; her daddy [Orson] did his job well.  Many citizens believed the “War of the 
Worlds”.  The fear factor was propagated by the Associated Press.  That news agency is now owned by 
Pat Robertson.  Don’t look for any change in their disinformation policy. 

Iron Mountain was a facade.  Jack Kennedy’s original purpose was different than what was reported as a 
result of the meeting.  Kennedy’s death covered a multitude of debauchery.  (Here’s a gimme:)  There were 
$5,000,000,000.00 in U.S. Notes in the Treasury that Kennedy ordered into circulation.  Thirty days 
later, Kennedy was dead and upon landing in Washington, D.C., Lyndon Johnson’s first official act as 
president was to rescind that order.  He and I both worked for the Committee, and the man who ordered 
the rescinding of that Presidential Directive was the same man who ordered Jack Kennedy’s assassination: 
Chief Justice Earl Warren.  On the same day he ordered the assassination, it was decided he would head 
up the investigation.  I have this information on tape, given to me by Earl Warren, four months before his 
death. 

With regard to the 1988 Ronald Reagan press conference you mention, his remarks were taken out of 
context.  I am not defending Mr. Reagan, but there is enough bull shit out there. 

You and I will live to see the day Henry Kissinger is judged; however, that point is moot, as Mr. Kissinger 
is not what he appears to be.  History will be corrected. 

Armageddon is a mis-used word.  Portions of our society are in need of a crutch.  People-control, in the 
eyes of many, is necessary.  Theology is the current vehicle.  Checks and balances in the awakening 
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process will seek and find their own level.  Robertson, Roberts, Bakker are insignificant. 

Blue Beam has been cancelled.  Any statement regarding it would be redundant.  I will confirm the exist-
ence of the “arm” of the Vatican that does issue instructions of a nature as described by Serge Monast. 
While sanctions are ordered by the Institute of Religious Works, they are carried out by others.  The 
Canadian prime minister is a member of the Committee of 16.  Mr. Monast can now say or report anything 
he chooses without fear of reprisal.  Please pass on the word. 

As to being an enigma, I have been called worse.  As long as you are talking or speculating about me, you 
are leaving someone else alone. 

I am enclosing a copy of my appeal for the formation of a “collateral government”.  Over thirteen million 
people have responded to it.  If you agree with it, please copy and distribute it far and wide. 

Please feel free to quote anything I say. 

In light and freedom, 

/s/   Ronn Jackson-33866 

SNCC P.O. Box 100-1B5A 
Jean, NV 89026 

Author: The Death Of Camelot 

P.S.   You are also invited to ask anything on any subject pertaining to our country or freedom. 
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CHAPTER  16 

GRANDMA’S  CORNER? 

“GRANDMA  WRITES  RIGHTS” 
November 23, 1994 

Dear Fellow Americans, 

On the eve of Thanksgiving, I sat giving serious thought as to the “costs” of being GOOD PATRIOTIC 
AMERICANS. 

Russell Herrmann/Herman—a good patriotic American—was murdered (and an autopsy refused).  He 
left a last will and testament, bequesting monies from the accrued interest on the gold certificate to the 
American people who had attained their “10th Amendment rights in their respective states”, and now the 
treasurers of these states keep telling the people that “Mr. Herrman/Herman was making a political state-
ment; it is not collectible.”  (This is the very same certificate George Bush, as President of the United 
States, attempted to get Israel, Iraq and Russia underwritten with.)  BULL PUNKINS!!!! 

The reason these treasurers are not collecting is that they are too eager to go along with GATT and 
NAFTA.  Since 1946-47, almost every dollar collected in taxes for education, Social Security, health and 
welfare, roads, etc., has been used for other purposes.  These tax dollars have been loaned out to other 
nations under the Bretton Woods Agreement, the Yalta Agreement, and other companion agreements. 
These agreements consist of contracts signed by leaders of 123 nations.  These leaders collect our tax 
dollars as they are lent to them under the International Monetary Fund (GATT, NAFTA, Bretton Woods, 
Yalta, etc.,) to which “shares” are sold—on American properties confiscated in courts which fly the flag of 
admiralty.  Martial law has been declared on Americans; this is the reason for the admiralty flag in the court 
rooms. 

Although we have had no declared war since the end of World War II, the Emergency War Powers Acts 
have been resurrected by our presidents to keep Americans under martial law and our laws under admi-
ralty (aka maritime) to insure fulfillment of these contracts with 123 nations. 

Balancing the budget and accounting for tax dollars will never occur—it can NOT occur until a full ac-
counting can be made of the tax dollars loaned and shares sold in America under the International Mon-
etary Fund, and the Bretton Woods Agreement, the banking acts, the executive “Emergency War Powers 
Acts” and Yalta are fully examined “by the people”, by “declaration”. 

ANY CONGRESSMAN OR SENATOR WHO SIGNS ON TO THIS NEVER-RATIFIED “CON-
TRACTUAL AGREEMENT”, WHICH PERPETRATES A FRAUD ON AMERICANS, SHOULD 
BE RECALLED AND IMPEACHED FOR LEGAL WILLFULNESS AND PARTY TO FRAUD! 

These Congressmen and Senators—even the President and Vice-President have another contract with the 
American people.  It is called the OATH OF OFFICE, contracted with the American people under the 
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Constitution of the United States.  In the event GATT is signed, it is a breach of contract with the 
American people.  It creates a “perpetrated constructive fraud” and a “Constitutional disability” and it 
denies Americans the right to work and all other Constitutional freedoms, liberties and justice. 
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CHAPTER  17 

THE  NEWS  DESK 
by Rick  Martin    11/28/94 

POPE’S  COMMENTS 

In an article from a recent edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, VATICAN CITY—[quoting:] 

Pope John Paul II, in a letter on plans for the year 2000, said Monday the church should admit past sins 
and suggested in a reference to Nazism that many Catholics had acquiesced in the excesses of totalitarian-
ism. 

The pope, who has been plagued by health problems, made clear that he is determined to live to preside 
over what he called “The Great Jubilee.” 

He announced a string of church gatherings in Rome and around the world to prepare for the jubilee, which 
will mark 2,000 years of Christianity. 

In another article, from the Nov. 13 edition of the same paper, [quoting:] 

The Vatican on Monday will release a 70-page document outlining Pope John Paul II’s plans for the year 
2,000, a watershed year of which the pope has spoken often and strongly. 

The pope’s apostolic letter, whose title translates roughly as “At the Advent of the Third Millennium,” is 
addressed to the church as a whole and lays out the pope’s plans for the 2,000 anniversary of the birth of 
Jesus. 

John Paul II signed the document Nov. 10. 

The pope says he will give a “special place” in the celebrations to Jews and Muslims and asks their help in 
organizing ecumenical meetings in the Holy Land and on Mount Sinai. 

Before the turn of the century, the Catholic Church also plans to organize “Continental Synods,” including 
one in the Americas on the new evangelization and one in Asia on ancient local religions. 

John Paul II also said he wants to develop a “martyrlogue,” or list of martyrs of the 20th century.  Some 
observers expect such a list to include non-Catholics. 

As he had previously announced in a June meeting of cardinals, the pope will also ask the church to 
examine its conscience with regard to the problem of evil in the modern world. 

ISRAEL’S  NUCLEAR  ARSENAL 
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In an article from the Nov. 17 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, LONDON—[quoting:] 

Israel may have as many as 200 nuclear weapons and could be testing a cruise missile, a U.S.-based 
analyst said in Britain’s JANE’S INTELLIGENCE REVIEW. 

Harold Hough, who studied recent satellite images, said in the monthly magazine that Israel regarded its 
nuclear capability as a last resort if faced with annihilation. 

The nuclear weapons included gravity bombs, missiles, artillery shells, land mines and special demolition 
devices, the Arizona-based writer on satellite imagery and military issues said. 

“There is also evidence that Israel is testing a sea-launched cruise missile in order to add another facet to 
its nuclear deterrent,” Hough said after charting bunker locations and production centers. 

Israel has never publicly admitted to having a nuclear stockpile, but officials have hinted at it, saying the 
Middle Eastern country would never use its nuclear weapons first. 

Although many Israeli nuclear weapons are strategic, that is long-range, a large number are “purely tacti-
cal,” Hough said. 

He said the placement of these strategic missiles in the Judean foothills, a defensible area that would be the 
last to fall to an enemy, was evidence of a “last resort” policy. 

“This clearly signals that Israel does not consider the nuclear option to be a first-strike weapon but a last 
resort device that would only be used if the state of Israel is threatened with annihilation,” Hough said. 

He said a missile base near Kefar Zekharya, in the Judean hills, is the home for Israel’s strategic nuclear 
deterrent. 

Built in 1967, it is still undergoing expansion according to current satellite imagery, he said. 

To the southeast, a newer missile site was built in the early 1980s to house Jericho II long-range missiles, 
he said. 

“Assuming one bunker per Jericho II missile, the site houses 50 nuclear-tipped missiles,” the article said. 

FARM  COUNT  AT  LOWEST  POINT  SINCE  1850: 
JUST  1.9  MILLION 

In an article from the November 10 edition of the NEW YORK TIMES—[quoting:] 

Continuing a trend that began six decades ago, the number of American farms has dipped below two 
million for the first time since before the Civil War, the Census Bureau said today. 

The bureau, which produces a farm census every five years, counted 1,925,300 farms in the United States 
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in 1992, the lowest number since 1850.  The decline has been steady since 1935, when the total number 
of farms peaked at 6.8 million as the Depression began the migration off the land and into the cities. 

The number of farms continues to shrink despite Thomas Jefferson’s view that “the small landowners are 
the most precious part of society.”  But at the same time farms are also ever more efficient and productive. 

The Census Bureau defines a farm as any entity that produces or has the ability to produce $1,000 a year 
worth of agricultural products, like beef, hogs, poultry, grains, fruits or vegetables. 

Rural demographers say such a liberal definition of what constitutes a farm may overstate the number of 
working farms.  When only working farms are considered, experts in the agricultural economy say the 
abiding long-term trend has led to increase consolidation of agricultural holdings into fewer and fewer 
hands. 

The bureau reported that while the number of farms and the amount of farm acreage dropped between 
1987 and 1992, crop sales rose by 28 percent.  There are fewer farms, said Jorge Garcia-Pratts, an 
agricultural statistician at the Census Bureau, “but they are producing much more.” 

“Crop land in the U.S. in areas that have subtropical winters—the Florida peninsula, the lower Rio Grande 
Valley, Southern California—all of those areas are having a very rapid population growth, almost runaway 
population growth,” said Calvin Beale, senior demographer at the Department of Agriculture’s Economic 
Service. 

Despite these pressures, and even though farmers continue to operate on thin profit margins, experts say, 
they have rebounded strongly from the dire financial conditions of the mid-1980s, when their debt soared, 
commodity surpluses increased, prices plummeted and the number of foreclosures reached their highest 
level since the Depression. 

“General economic indicators are much better,” said Keith Collins, chief economist at the Department of 
Agriculture.  “The number of farms that are vulnerable to bankruptcy is much lower; the debt-to-asset ratio 
of agriculture as a whole is much improved; farmers debt levels are down substantially, and their assets 
have gone up, particularly land.” 

One sign of improved financial security on farms is the decrease in the number of acres placed in Federal 
commodity programs, which pay farmers to leave cropland fallow.  In 1992, farmers place 7 million acres 
in these programs, down nearly 84 percent from the 43 million acres left idle in 1987. 

But if farmers are more prosperous, the consolidation of cropland into fewer and fewer farms has meant 
that fewer and fewer people are entering into the profession. 

The report indicated that the average age of farm operators increased to 53.3 years in 1992, from 52 years 
in 1987.  Mr. Beale, the Department of Agriculture demographer, said that trend was a result of the 
declining birth rate among farm families and the economic upheavals of the 1980s. 

“It’s the combination of a smaller supply of younger adults to draw from and from many of them being 
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disillusioned with making a financial success out of farming, given the problems they grew up with in the 
1980s. 

‘OBJECTIVE  REALITY’  SHOWS  JEWS 
HURTING  RUSSIA,  ZHIRINOVSKY  SAYS 

The Albuquerque Journal, 11/10/94 
by Judith Ingra(ham?) 
The Associated Press 

United Nations—Russian ultranationalist Vladimar Zhirinovsky denied Wednesday that he was anti-Semitic, 
but said “objective reality” shows the negative rule Jews play in his homeland. 

“Unfortunately, the majority of journalists who welcomed the (collapse of the soviet Union) joyously are of 
Jewish notionality”, he told the U.N. Correspondents’ Association on the third day of a two-week U.S. 
visit. 

“The majority of new business structures are headed mostly by Jews, but today most of the money is 
criminal,” he said.  “It’s not we who are saying this, but it’s the objective reality.” 

Zhirinovsky’s first tour of the United States appears intended to boost his popularity back home, flagging 
since his Liberal Democratic Party became the largest opposition grouping in the 450-seat State Duma last 
year. 

He was invited to the United States to address the World Affairs Council of Northern California on 
Monday.  He has no meeting scheduled with U.S. or U.N. officials, although he said he was open to any 
invitation. 

Zhirinovsky derided the administration of Russian leader Boris Yeltsin as “a goose, a crab and a pike” 
moving in different directions at once. 
While he said he favored democracy, he insisted that “a parliamentary republic is unable to resolve current 
problems and produce positive results.” 

Russia, he said, needs “a regime that is very forceful, strong and like an authoritarian one.” 

In the past, Zhirnovsky has accused the Jews of starting world War I and World War II, threatened to 
drop 100 nuclear bombs on any country making territorial claims on Russia, and demanded the return of 
Alaska, Finland, Poland and other parts of czarist Russia. 

RUSSIAN  NATIONALIST  UNDER  FIRE 

November 12, 1994     Johnson City Press, Page 13 
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CHAPTER  18 

ORIGIN  OF  SO-CALLED  OR  SELF-STYLED 
“JEWS”  IN  EASTERN  EUROPE 

FROM  THE  JEWISH  ENCYCLOPEDIA 

Map showing the distribution of religions in Europe in the Tenth Century, C.E. (Christian Era), 
indicating extent of the Kingdom of the Chazars. 

“Khazar” is accepted modern spelling.  The Jewish Encyclopedia retains the archaic “Chazar”.   The 
above map (from The Jewish Encyclopedia) reveals the historic importance of so-called or self-styled 
“Jews” in Eastern Europe in the 10th century, then still known as Khazars/”Chazars”, prior to the conquest 
of the Khazar Kingdom by the Russians in the 11th-13th centuries.   The rise and fall of the Khazar 
Kingdom between the 1st century B.C., and the 13th century A.D. is the “key” to the solution of the 
world’s 20th century international problems harmful to the Nation’s security. 
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CHAPTER  19 

WITH  SLEAZY  PASSAGE  OF  GATT 
CROOKS  IN  CONGRESS  BETTER  LOOK  OUT! 

“GRANDMA  WRITES  RIGHTS”  (OR  RITES) 
11/30/94-12/2/94 

The following fax was sent by Grandma to the parties addressed. 

U.S.  CONSTITUTION 
WE  THE  PEOPLE 

BY 
DECLARATION 

Senator Robert Dole  and  all senators voting on “GATT” 
141 Hart Building 
Washington, District of Columbia 20510 

FAX # (202) 225-7700 

RE:  “GATT”: voting for same  is  a conflict of interest  with the U.S. Constitution, grand-fathered and an 
excessive use of powers vested by WE THE PEOPLE, against our will as the sovereigns. 

Senators: 

WE THE PEOPLE of the U.S. Constitution of America advise, publish, declare by declaration:  you are 
in breach of contract with WE THE PEOPLE, in the event you vote a “yes” on GATT. 

WE THE PEOPLE of the U.S. Consitutional contract, to which you senators have taken an oath to 
uphold, defend and faithfully execute, remind you that you do not have powers to alienate our rights and 
liberties, nor are such powers granted, contained, identified and/or vested by the U.S. Constitution, 
grandfathered. 
By declaration, WE THE PEOPLE, do herein affirm and declare: should you senators vote to pass GATT, 
you shall be recalled back into your states, impeached and required to stand accountable for excessive 
abusive powers of office not granted, nor vested to any and/or all of you in the U..S. Senate body who 
vote on GATT. 

By declaration, WE THE PEOPLE do herein affirm a great, heinous, grievous set of unconstitutional acts 
causal of unrest, distrust, disunion of the peoples since WE THE PEOPLE have, did, and are having to 
cause our militias to once again rally to protect WE THE PEOPLE from a ”patroon system” of our historic 
past, creating unconscionable, unconstitutional disabilities upon WE THE PEOPLE. 

Senators:  I do declare and affirm I stand ready to notice over 16,000,000 (sixteen million) Americans, 
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just, lawful, legal voters to stand ready to petition, redress, recall, impeach “all senators who vote for 
GATT with willful, wanton disregard for our safety, rights, liberties, and happiness, exceeding their vested 
powers from WE THE PEOPLE.” 

Upon notice of an unconstitutional abuse of powers, whereas and whereby GATT is passed by powers 
not so vested and/or granted, the FAX networks will be standing ready to recall, impeach and try said 
senators and congressmen, including any and/or all others who adhere to the enemy, under a dual agency, 
dual contract, separate and outside the contract to WE THE PEOPLE—aka the oath to the U.S. Consti-
tution to which all of you are bound. 

NO  ON  GATT! 
/s/ Grandma 

Dear Rick, Readers, and Fellow Americans, 

RE:  GATT AND NAFTA—RECALL AND IMPEACHMENT: (11/30) I am near tears.  It is 
unbelievable, incomprehensible, inconceivable—a bizarre and treasonous set of acts we see being set 
before us—yet another step in the plotted destruction of a free nation, a free people, a glorious U.S. 
Constitution. 

WE THE PEOPLE of the Constitutional United States have called, faxed, begged, and pleaded with our 
duly elected “contractors”:  DO NOT VOTE FOR GATT!!!  The voice of WE THE PEOPLE has been 
totally ignored. 

WE THE PEOPLE have also called, faxed, pleaded, and petitioned our duly elected to GET THESE 
FOREIGN TROOPS OUT OF THIS COUNTRY!!  Again WE THE PEOPLE were ignored. 

WE THE PEOPLE are witnessing the absolute usurpation of our sovereign powers under the Constitu-
tion. 

WE THE PEOPLE have the right to recall, impeach and order these “duly elected” to stand accountable. 
NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD MEN/WOMEN TO COME TO THE AID OF THEIR COUN-
TRY and exercise their voting/petition power and recall each “duly elected” back into their respective 
states to stand trial and answer to the people for exceeding the powers delegated to them by the Consti-
tution. 

The recall should be served upon their state offices, the state legislatures, and the state supreme court— 
and done so IMMEDIATELY!! 

The impeachment process is the only process which can nullify these agreements which are against the will 
of WE THE PEOPLE. 

I never in my 60 years thought I would be coming forth and saying IMPEACH THE BASTARDS, but I 
am saying it loud and clear right now!  This is MY America, too, and I would be remiss should I sit silently, 
knowing the law, and allow this madness to continue.  For if I sat silent, I would surely be as guilty as the 
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ones who have perpetrated these crimes. 

RECALL—IMPEACH! 

MORE  ON  GATT: (12/2) As I sat here yesterday watching the GATT issues, fielding telephone calls, 
trying to answer if “this and that were Constitutional”.  Strangely, the answers kept coming up a resounding 
“NO!” 

We have become caught in a web of “paradox thinking”: black is white, right becomes wrong, wrong 
becomes right.  Everything is turned around and diametrically opposed to the proper position of an or-
dered society.  WE THE PEOPLE have been suffering from the acts of “paradox thinking”, as 

a)  Our courts allow the criminals to prevail over the law-abiding citizen; 

b)  We watched an unlawful, illegal House and Senate in “Emergency Session”—which, according to the 
Constitution, can only be called in the event of a national emergency of war or national calamity. 

c)  we protested—1000 to 1—against GATT; the will of the sovereign citizen was made clear; had the 
proper Constitutional laws and guidelines been followed, GATT would have been on the “get and got the 
hell out of our lives!”  WRONG!!  The House and Senate both voted against the wishes of the sovereign 
will of the people;  this was done in a “lame duck” session—executing this vote as an admonishment to WE 
THE PEOPLE who voted them out for not properly representing us. 

REMEDY  FOR  UNCONSTITUTIONAL  LAWS 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: In the event a president, judge, etc., is impeached, his laws are impeached, 
his decisions are impeached and are of no effect, in or of law. 

Did you understand that one?  The impeachment process is the only process which can nullify these 
agreements which are against the will of WE THE PEOPLE. 

The same impeachment process is applicable to any judge who refuses to acknowledge and uphold the 
oath of office under the U.S. Constitution.  They can be legally taken off the bench and a Constitutional 
Court imposed by WE THE PEOPLE. 

In order that WE THE PEOPLE may enjoy a more perfect union, peace, harmony and tranquility, as 
intended by the “Old Guard” who wrote the Constitution, I have searched every nook and cranny to find 
approximately 10 books that I am having reprinted so you can RE-LEARN the basics of our Constitu-
tional Republic. 

It is my fervent hope that you will read these carefully and that you will USE them to “weave the threads 
and rebuild the tapestry” of the Constitution of the United States Government of WE THE PEOPLE. 

MERRY CHRISTMAS!     /s/ Grandma 
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* * * 

Editor’s note: Also see the livid, pulse-of-the-nation comments on CHAPTER 23 for more  fury 
over the passage of GATT against the will of we-the-people.  If the “damage control” pageant on 
Larry King Live’s TV program for Monday night, 12/5/94 is any veiled indication of the climate, then 
you can know that the anger of the American people is at a formidable level and Washington is 
running scared! 
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CHAPTER  20 

A  CHRISTMAS  WISH 
from Michael Maholy 

Dear Friends, 

Today I would like to reach out and address all the readers of CONTACT and those of you who may even 
be a one-time reader of this patriot outlet of first-hand, up-to-date information, source, and data bank. 

As a relative newcomer to the CONTACT and Phoenix Journals myself, I must admit that I was enlight-
ened to a point, where I now consider these writings as a type of body food, or fuel that I must have to 
endure the trials and tribulations of daily survival. 

Over the past three months, I have told you good people just a little bit of what I—and many of my 
associates who have worked directly under corrupt government politicians—have been involved with. 

I am not now, nor was I ever, a person to make lengthy speeches or play politician.  What I was before my 
arrest was a pawn, only to be used like so many others in the Elite’s game of greed, money, and power. 

Many of you may or may not agree with some of my political views or opinions about certain power figures 
in office on Capitol Hill and in the Senate or Congress.  This is your right, and by no means do I question 
your thoughts, views, or opinions. 

I can however tell you—and you can take this for what it is worth—I have seen first hand the power and 
destruction that these people deal in.  I have seen so much of it that I personally cannot seem to trust either 
the Republicans or the Democratic representatives whoever they may be.  One question I have always had 
since I was a very young lad is why not elect a common person to run our country.  There are undoubtedly 
several answers to that question, but I have yet to find the true answer.  Maybe some of you can enlighten 
me. 

I take full responsibility for my crimes, as no one twisted my arm.  It was my own lust, greed and yearning 
for power that led to my near-destruction.  But as I sit here and think about this changing world, I can’t 
help but put part of the blame on you as well. Why?  Because even though you all have been told by me 
and countless others, who also have seen and witnessed these acts of corruption, misbehavior, dishonesty, 
and deceitfulness, you continue to believe their lies and vote to put them back in power.  I wish you 
people—the people who still possess the rights, the individual power—the same rights I lost as a result of 
my conviction—will soon come to see where part of our nation’s problem lies.  YOU CAN MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE! 

I realize that one learns from his or her mistakes.  To feel the real joy of life, a person must experience 
sorrow.  This I (as also many of you) know only too well.  The point I am trying to bring forward to all of 
you is that you are all honest and real people who are being used, as well.  You do not deserve such 
treatment.  I can tell this from the many letters that all of you write to me;  I can also hear your pleas. 
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It is no big secret that I am considered expendable by many people, especially those with whom I have 
been involved in my illegal criminal activities—people in high positions and political power.  These people 
would like to see me terminated.   I have already named, fingered them, and can possibly destroy their 
careers, bank accounts, families and power.  Whether it be another alleged suicide, like so many others 
who have attempted to defy these corrupt government power figures, or another unusual accident—dead 
is dead! 

It seems like it’s every day that a fellow inmate will come up to me and tell me that I have guts to expose 
these things.  These men, for the larger part, are not ignorant, uninformed people.  They have also seen the 
devastation, the evil that the government can bestow upon even the common, honest people.  Even they tell 
me I am a marked man upon my release. 

Then why do I continue to expose the truth?  Because in the end, the truth will prevail.  As you may know, 
I cannot receive any money from any books, tapes, movies or any business activities.  Even though I have 
been approached by several authors and even film makers, I cannot receive money for their offers.  I am 
giving you the real inside story free of charge so that hopefully you will use this data as a tool to overcome 
this evil.  If you decide to look the other way then, as I have said, you are also guilty in your own way. 

My intent in this letter was not to preach to you, but to try to let you know what is at stake here.  A lot of 
you really understand, some of you are afraid.  For those of you who write me and send me funding for the 
much-needed postage stamps and related materials, I need to answer your letters; please put your return 
address on your letters.  I want to respond to each and every one of you, but sometimes I have to wait for 
postage funding.  Many of you neglect to put your name on the letters. 

As a result of CONTACT printing my writings, I have made many new friends, but I’d like to express my 
feelings for just a moment toward one very special person.  This person is slowly coming to know the real 
me and I truly hope that this person will become a part of my life. 

On a final note, I would like to wish all of you a very special Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.  My 
heart will be with each and every one of you over the holiday season.  You have all made a big difference 
in my life.  Thank you. 

In Love and Light 
/s/ Michael Maholy 

* * * 

REMEMBER: If you want to write to Michael Maholy,  please address all letters and any U.S. Postal 
Money Orders without “CAPTAIN” in front of his name.  This is just one of the games the prison is playing 
with Michael. 

Also, each letter must have your name and return address on the envelope. 

Michael  Maholy, #19365-009, P.M.B. 1000 
Tallahassee,  FL 32311-3400 
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CHAPTER  21 

THE  NEWS  DESK 
by Rick Martin    12/6/94 

FREE  TRADE  FRENZY 

MEMEBERS  OF  OPEC 

APEC, NAFTA, AND GATT have been the focus of late, as the New World Order moves relentlessly 
toward Global 2000.  APEC is featured in this article from the November 16 edition of the LA TIMES, 
written by Paul Richter, [quoting:] 

BOGOR, Indonesia—Leaders of 18 Pacific Rim countries formally committed themselves Tuesday to 
dismantling all trade barriers within the next 25 years, but last-minute objections from two nations [South 
Korea and Maylasia] showed how fragile their alliance remains. 
Although Tuesday’s trade agreement is broad and non-binding, the countries hope it will create momentum 
to hasten the trend toward free trade within a group that includes half the world’s population and 40% of 
its trade. 

Meanwhile, Secretary of State Warren Christopher (A-5) will meet with Indonesia’s Human Rights Com-
mission. 

GATT  MEMBERS 

NAFTA  KILLING  U.S.  JOBS 

In an article from the November 19 edition of the Antelope Valley (California) DAILY PRESS, [quoting:] 

The North American Free Trade Agreement is “killing, not creating” U.S. jobs, a report released Thurs-
day contends. 

The report, by the Institute for Policy Studies, a Washington-based research group, is expected to be used 
by some in Congress to try to defeat a bill implementing the Uruguay Round  trade-liberalizing  agreement. 
The report documents that more than 12,000 U.S. workers have already been certified by the Labor 
Department  for special assistance because of NAFTA-related job losses. 

The report contradicts Clinton administration claims that the NAFTA, in its first six months of operations, 
has created up to 100,000 U.S. jobs. 

CLINTON  SEEKS  EXPANSION  OF  NAFTA 
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In an Associated Press article from the November 19 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, [quot-
ing:] 

WASHINGTON—As the White House pursues congressional backing of the world trade accord, U.S. 
officials also are moving quietly toward expanding free trade in the Americas. 

Administration officials are leaning toward launching negotiations early next year to bring Chile into the 
North American Free Trade Agreement.  It would be the first U.S. step toward hemispheric free trade 
since the United States, Canada and Mexico agreed to lower their trade barriers a year ago by forming 
NAFTA. 

Under the scenario envisioned, the negotiations would occur at the same time that the administration 
renews its bid for congressional approval of “fast track” authority enabling trade agreements to be negoti-
ated without a prospect of congressional amendment. 

MEMORY  CAN  BE  IMPLANTED 

In an article from the November 14 edition of THE TORONTO STAR, written by Tracey Tyler, [quoting:] 

Could you be led to believe you fell into a punch bowl at a wedding? 

Or were hospitalized for an ear infection? 

Or got lost in a shopping mall as a child, even if it weren’t true? 
Before answering no, consider this:  About one in four adults involved in three memory experiments at 
Washington state universities were convinced these incidents, which never occurred, actually happened to 
them. 

The results, presented at a weekend conference of the Criminal Lawyers’ Association could have implica-
tions for sexual abuse cases involving witnesses who say they have recently “recovered” memories of 
abuse that occurred in the past. 

HOLOGRAMS  REPLACE 
WINDOW  DISPLAYS 

An Associated Press article from the November 5 edition of the ASHVILLE-CITIZEN TIMES hints at 
”Blue Beam” technology, [quoting:] 

Those eye-catching window displays at fancy department stores are moving out of the window. 

A New York company has created a device that projects three-dimensional images sharply enough to be 
seen in daylight and without special glasses. It uses a combination of optics and computer programming to 
achieve the effect. 
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It debuted showing holograph-like, moving images of products including jeans, snow boots, and personal 
stereos that seemed to spin in the air in front of moving stars. 

GATT  PASSES  SENATE 

In an Associated Press article from the December 2 edition of the LA TIMES, [quoting:] 

WASHINGTON—The Senate over-whelmingly [76-24] approved a historic 124-nation, tariff-slashing 
trade agreement Thursday night, bringing to a close a strife-filled 103rd Congress with a rare note of 
bipartisan unity.  The House on Tuesday had approved the accord, the most sweeping rewrite of global 
trading rules in four decades. 
President Clinton called the vote a “victory for America” and said he hopes it is a harbinger of cooperation 
between his administration and Republicans who soon will assume control of Congress. 

GENOME  MAPPING 

The CONTACT News Desk has lately been receiving newspaper articles from around the world on the 
subject of genetic engineering.  We regret we haven’t the space to reprint them all, but these headlines give 
you the idea:  “GENE MAY HELP REPAIR HURT HEARTS”;  “BARNYARD ANIMALS NOW 
RARE BREEDS;”  “GENE RESEARCH INDICATES PUTTING VACCINES INTO FOOD IS POS-
SIBLE”;  “GENETICALLY ALTERED CANOLA PLANT OK’D”;  “RISKS OF GENE SPLICING 
DEBATED”. 

The next is especially revealing: 

The November 13 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL features a SPECIAL TO THE WASHING-
TON POST by Jessica Mathews, a senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, [quoting:] 

The human genome is about to become the most incendiary scientific frontier since Charles Darwin’s 
heretical insights burst upon Victorian England. 

The mapping of the genome—a federally financed crash effort launched in the mid ’80s to identify every 
human gene—is beginning to unleash a torrent of information for which this society is almost completely 
unprepared.  The challenges it will pose to personal values, religious beliefs and public policy will make the 
current to-do over genetics, race and intelligence seem mild. 

The information will come without the knowledge to understand its consequences for us individually or 
collectively, and without the means—new institutions, laws, regulations and a large corps of genetic of 
genetic counselors—to use it wisely or even safely. 

With much of the research being carried out in for-profit laboratories, there is little time to think through a 
measured response.  Each new bit of genetic information will be rushed—is already being rushed—into the 
commercial medical marketplace. 

Genetic medicine will be layered on top of existing health care, adding greatly to its cost.  Screening tests 
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also open up the possibility of using in vitro fertilization to ensure that a parent does not pass along a 
dangerous gene—or does bequeath a highly desirable one. (One recent study found that 11 percent of 
couples would abort a fetus carrying a gene for obesity.[!])  At a minimum cost of $10,000, this option is 
only likely to be available to those who can afford to pay for it.  After some years of this, the gene pools of 
the rich and the poor would begin to diverge, with improved genomes at the top and what Robert Wright 
in the New Republic calls a “genetic underclass” developing at the bottom. 

Mapping gives thousands of landmarks along DNA 
strands called chromosomes, where genes reside 

FORMER  “COW  DISEASE”  NOW 
POSES  HUMAN  THREAT 

In a brief article of from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL (no date provided), [quoting:] 
CHICAGO—A stomach parasite that was seen as nothing more than a cow disease as late as 1976 is 
now surfacing with alarming frequency in humans, according to health officials who have found 
cryptosporidium in Midwest drinking water, West Coast swimming pools and apple cider in Maine.  Those 
discoveries have prompted the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to urge apple cider makers 
and anyone who eats raw fruits and vegetables to thoroughly wash their produce.  The parasite can cause 
severe diarrhea and nausea, which can be fatal for anyone whose immune system is stressed. 

LAB  TO  STUDY  DEADLY  VIRUSES 

In an article from the November 7 edition of THE TORONTO STAR, by Lisa Priest, [quoting:] 

Fearing the outbreak of dangerous exotic diseases, Metro will house Canada’s only super-sealed labora-
tory for public health emergencies. 

When it opens in Etobicoke in three weeks, the Maximum Containment Laboratory—one of only three in 
North America and 15 world-wide—will investigate the deadly viruses and diseases that are creeping into 
Canada. 

Previously, public health officials have had to send specimens to the U.S. Centres for Disease Control in 
Atlanta, Ga. or to Fort Detrick, Md., home of one of the largest biological weapons labs in the United 
States. 

[Might the (Elite) goal be “population control”??] 

DEADLY  ANTHRAX  SPORES  ESCAPE 
FROM  RUSSIAN  MICROBIOLOGY  FACILITY 

In an article from the November 18 edition of the LA TIMES, [quoting:] 

An unusual anthrax epidemic that killed 68 people in the former Soviet Union began when the deadly 
spores escaped from a covert military microbiology facility, Russian and American researchers have con-
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cluded. 

Their work, based on two years of interviews with survivors of the 1979 outbreak in Sverdlovsk and 
unique access to Russian public health records, raises the possibility that one of the most controversial 
chapters in Cold War history arose from experiments that violated an international accord forbidding 
biological weapons. 

DESERT  STORM  SYNDROME 

This article written by James Brooks comes from the November 13 edition of the  JOHNSON CITY 
PRESS, [quoting:] 

Over 2300 U.S. veterans of the Persian Gulf War have since died from a puzzling variety of effects known 
collectively as Desert Storm Syndrome. 

One veteran who has been trying to get the answers to her health problems is Carol Picou, a career Army 
nurse who led seven other nurses into an Iraqi combat area after eight men in her unit refused to go. 

She was exposed to the smoke of burning Iraqi vehicles, some of them hit by depleted uranium penetrators 
fired by U.S. tanks or A10 Warthog tank killer aircraft. 

Since then she has suffered from urinary tract disorders, loss of balance, head pressure, joint and muscle 
pain, abdominal bloating and both long- and short-term memory loss.  Some of the women who were with 
her have since given birth to deformed babies. 

Ms. Picou was the keynote speaker in a forum on depleted uranium hosted by the Military Toxins Project 
at the Historic Jonesboro (Tennessee) Visitors Center Saturday. 

She said 40 of the 150 persons in her unit have since become sick.  The event was held on Veteran’s Day 
weekend to draw attention to other Persian Gulf veterans who may not yet be aware that their symptoms 
may be widespread. 

U.N.  APPEAL 

In the November 22 edition of the (Los Angeles) DAILY NEWS, written by Kimberly Kindy, [quoting:] 

An anti-Proposition 187 group called Save Our Children said Monday it stands behind the Los Angeles 
Board of Education’s decision to file a lawsuit against the measure and will also ask the United Nations 
Human Rights Commission for assistance in its fight. 

Proposition 187, approved by voters Nov. 8, makes illegal aliens ineligible for public education, non- 
emergency health care and other public services, and requires public agencies to report suspected illegal 
immigrants to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 

U.S. Department of Education officials has said that if the district enforced Proposition 187, it would lose 
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federal funding.  The district has estimated the loss at about $628 million annually. 

Members of the Save Our Children group said they believe that human-rights violations are occurring as a 
result of the passage of Proposition 187.  They have begun a petition drive, asking for assistance from 
United Nations Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali.  “I think the United Nations has the power to 
intervene because the United States is a part of the United Nations,” said Pablo Quiroz, who is organizing 
the petition drive. 

POLICE  GO  FISHING  FOR  GUNS 

A NEW YORK TIMES article appeared in the November 20 edition of the ORLANDO SENTINEL, 
[quoting:] 

INDIANAPOLIS—Police departments here and in Kansas City, MO., have tried something police de-
partments have never done before to get illegal guns off the streets:  focused on guns in the way they long 
have focused on drugs and drunken drivers. 

Night after night, teams of Indianapolis police officers are being freed from answering routine calls and 
directed to patrol three high-crime neighborhoods, watching for any infraction of the law that will give them 
the legal basis to search a car or pedestrian for illegal guns. 

A select group of police officers, works the hot spots in patrol cars, looking exclusively for illegal firearms. 
Traffic violations give them the means to stop suspects. 

Spokesmen for the two departments said the programs so far had drawn no protests.  [!] 

RABIN  “SUPPORTS”  BANK 

In an article from the October 31 edition of the NEW FEDERALIST, [quoting:] 

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin gave his backing “in principle” to a Middle East Development Bank 
as proposed by Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, according to the Oct. 25 Financial Times of Lon-
don.  Rabin said he would support the bank only if Israel would not have to make a contribution imme-
diately or if any U.S. contribution would not be subtracted from U.S. aid to Israel. 

It is designed to circumvent the World Bank, which will lend to neither the Palestinians nor Israel. 

PAN  AM  FLIGHT  #103 

The topic of this  November 17 article from THE BAKERSFIELD CALIFORNIAN was covered in 
depth in CONTACT (July 5, 1994), [quoting:] 

LONDON (AP)—The British Parliament on Wednesday hosted an extraordinary screening of a film 
challenging whether Libyans were responsible for the deadly 1988 plane crash that killed 270 people over 
Lockerbie, Scotland. 
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The film, ”The Maltese Double Cross”, revives allegations that arose soon after a Pan AM jumbo ex-
ploded over Lockerbie in December 1988 that a Syrian-backed Palestinian terror group was behind the 
blast. 

The film’s producer, Allan Francovich, said it had been banned from the London Film Festival, where it 
was due to screen on Nov. 20, because of American and British pressure. 

The 165-minute film asserts that the United States sought to cover up an alleged Syrian connection to 
Lockerbie.  The reason, the film suggests, was partly because U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency officials 
may have known about plans for the attack before-hand but did nothing to thwart them because of the 
agency’s own ties with Palestinian terror groups. 

BRITAIN  NARROWS  RIGHTS 

This article written by Fred Barbash of THE WASHINGTON POST appeared in the November 13 
edition of THE MODESTO BEE [quoting:] 

LONDON—The government is dramatically reshaping Britain’s criminal justice system, curtailing some 
traditional rights, increasing police powers and imposing stricter penalties for a broad variety of major and 
minor offenses. 

The most controversial provisions of the measure provide strong disincentives for people questioned by 
police to invoke the right to remain silent. 

The law also contains new powers for police to stop and search vehicles and pedestrians; to arrest and 
disperse squatters, trespassers and “illegal campers”. 

Michael Howard, home secretary and head of the department responsible for law enforcement here, has 
proposeda national DNA bank to help track down criminals, as well as a voluntary system of national 
identity cards. 

Opponents of the measures face formidable odds.  Crime has increased more than 40 percent since the 
mid-1980s, according to government statistics, although in the last year the numbers have begun to de-
cline. 

In the United States, such legislation would be subject to challenge as a violation of the Bill of Rights. 
Britain has no bill of righrts and no true equivalent of the Supreme Court, with the power to strike down 
acts of Parliament. 
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CHAPTER  22 

LATEST  INTELLIGENCE  REPORT  FROM   M. O. M. 

MILITIA OF MONTANA 
C/O P.O. BOX 1486, NOXON, MT. 59853 

406-847-2246 V/FAX 
406-847-2735 VOICE ONLY 

(within the FREE ZONE) 

I 

The gunman who shot the White House had “Impeach Clinton Petitions” in his pocket when he was 
arrested.  Pat Williams (U.S. Representative from the state of Montana) publicly tried to make a connec-
tion between the Militia and this gunman. 

A Brazilian videotaped the shooting and the arrest.  He was to appear in Washington, D.C. with his video 
tape to be a government witness against the gunman. 

The week before he was to fly to Washington he died.  Cause of death ”flesh eating disease”.  Video tape 
now missing.  (And people say there is no conspiracy!) 

II 

The BATF has come out with a report on Militias.  They state that the Militia of Montana has been the 
catalyst for this movement.  This does not surprise us seeing how the office of Naval Intelligence initiated an 
investigation against us. 

This report also outlines the states that they know of which now have militia organizations forming. 

III 

A civil rights organization has petitioned the UN to force Tasmania (a state of Australia) to change its laws 
banning homosexuality.  The UN is intervening.  There are many states in the US which have these same 
laws.  Are we now to expect the UN to tell Montana what laws are good and which are bad?  Good luck. 

IV 
The UN is planning to take public and private property from Americans for international parks called 
biospheres.  According to the State Dept. (Publication 10059) there are 47 locations within the United 
States that will be turned over.  Montana alone will allocate 1,021,068 acres for a biosphere.  These are 
the 1993 figures.  They have probably increased by this time. 

V 
Major suppliers of MRE’s (Meals Ready To Eat); gas masks & chemical suits are being raided and having 
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these items confiscated by the Military Criminal Investigative Department.  They are saying that these items 
are stolen goods and have not been purchased through the normal channels. 

VI 
West of Houston, Texas, a company called Stewart-Stevenson is manufacturing hundreds of chemical & 
biological vehicles (reports are that most are decontamination vehicles). 

VII 
In case you missed it the Auburn Journal, Auburn California ran a poll on August 9, 1994.  The pole read: 
Has the U.S. Government gotten so oppressive that a citizen militia is needed?  There were 761 
people who called in, the results were: 

YES: 66 percent, 501; NO: 34 percent, 260 

AND  SOME  PEOPLE  STILL  THINK  THAT 
AMERICA  IS  NOT  WAKING  UP. 

END  INTEL. 

RT 
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CHAPTER  23 

MORE  HEATED  REACTION 
TO  PASSAGE  OF  GATT 

***Editor’s note:  See CHAPTER 19 for more GATT reaction. 
(Fax received from APFN, 12/1/94) 

To:  Ken 
December  1994 

I just heard over public radio that GATT had passed today.  I could not make out the exact vote count, due 
to static.  We are behind the times out here [Hawaii]so I reckon you already know. 

You and I have both spent large amounts of money and time to wake up people and to try to get the fools 
in office to do what is right.  It is apparent to me that we are not successful in the latter. 

The lame duck session, which should not have been without a National Emergency, passed a death blow 
to honest, hard-working Americans.  We can go through the motions of having trials for these SOBs or we 
can place bounties on them and stop playing their game. 

These folks are well past the age of knowing right from wrong, so they have no lawful excuse.  I move that 
all of the people who voted for GATT should be tried for TREASON (and receive the  prescribed 
punishment for same) without further delay! 

If you see another way of dealing with this effectively, I would most certainly like to hear about it. 

An American Patriot 
Zane A. Dittmann 

Fax:  808-669-2681  or  669-8330 

*  *  * 

Fax  Received from The Phoenix Project/Committee of 50 States 
Suite 108, 4400-4 Kalanianaole Hwy. 

 Honolulu, HI 96821 
Fax & Telephone:  (808) 732-4081 

December 1, 1994 
To: All Congress Of The United States Of America! 
From: We The People 

Sirs and Madams: 

You have seen fit this day to vote, once again, contrary to the will and best interest of the people of this 
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great republic!!!!  You, the United States Government, agent/employee of the people, have so spoken. 
So be it! 

You shall now clearly learn and realize the power of the people, a righteous people; for you are witness 
to and shall be witnessing the Great-Awakening of the People.  We are speaking with our indignation, 
sorrow, and amazement at your mis-placed allegiance in honoring your oath to “Defend, Honor and pro-
tect the Constitution for the United States of America.” 

Our speaking will not be apparent, for all traditional means for you to hear the “incensed-cry” will not 
accommodate our petitions. 

Nonetheless, you shall know our “cry” through the unfettered airwaves, the telecommunication networks, 
and by our continued work and for the creation of a “constitutional government” in which all power is 
inherent in the people, under true Creator-God!!!  So Be It! 

Dr. Ron Carlson 
(For the Committee) 

*  *  * 
Fax received from Bill Brown 

December 2, 1994 

NOW  WHAT,  AMERICA!!! 

With the traitorous passage of GATT in the Senate, 76-24, and the House 288-146, it’s finally apparent 
and proven to America; S——— smells the same on both sides, it’s just called different these days.  One 
side Republican, the other side Democrat! 

We sent a message November 8th and I hope all you good people remember this!  Benedict Arnold 
Bobbie Communist Dole (R) from Kansas admitted to receiving 2,000 calls daily from people opposing 
GATT. Yet this traitorous S.O.B. supported the passage and probably talked the ones who couldn’t read 
into voting yes.  With 80% of the American people against GATT, it still passes! It should sure as HELL tell 
you now, THEY DON’T REPRESENT US OR GIVE A S——— ABOUT AMERICA!!!!! 

Either Ross Perot starts his third party, which I think will be too late, or we yell loud enough for a revolu-
tion!  Wake up and smell the coffee! 

All phone calls and letters were a total waste of time.  People, the real enemy in America today is the 
government.  They have just put you and me up S———  CREEK without a paddle.  You might not smell 
the creek yet, but it’s coming, along with the U.N. kicking in your door! 

Contact me if you want the names of the TRAITORS in your state!  THEY ARE WANTED FOR TREA-
SON AGAINST THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND ITS LOYAL CITIZENS!!! 

William Brown 
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P.O. Box 62 
New  Oxford, PA  17350 
PH/FAX 717-624-2647 
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CHAPTER  24 

PRIORITIES  FOR  CONCERNED  CITIZENS 
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CHAPTER  25 

PARABLE  OF  THE CHRISTMAS  TREE 
by Phyllis  Linn    12/5/94 

Things are not necessarily as they appear:  there  is  a higher and symbolic meaning inherent in our words, 
acts, and customs—especially the ones we feel almost driven to partake in.  Christmas is one such concept 
that is full of such ritualistic behaviors, none of which SEEM to have much to do with the birth of the 
Christ—ostensibly the focus of this holiday. 

Unconsciously and symbolically, however, we are acting out the story of the birth of Christ.  Our rituals are 
parables of higher Truth. 

The Christmas tree is a perfect example.  The tree itself represents “the tree of the knowledge of good and 
evil” in the Genesis parable of the Old Testament: 

“And the Lord God commanded the man saying, ‘Of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat: but 
of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof, 
thou shall surely die.’ “  [Genesis 2:17 ] 

We are here on Earth on this “day” (cycle of learning) “eating” (partaking in third dimensional activities) 
“of the tree of the knowledge” (resulting in learning) “of good” ( God) and “evil” (ignorance, absence 
of God).  In this state of ignorance, we are separated (“dead”) from the True God. 

In other words, our sojourn on Earth is a learning experience.  Our assignment is to learn to discern that 
which is good and that which is based on ignorance (not in our best interest; doesn’t work).  Our teacher 
is “the Law”—the active, all-encompassing principle of thought creation:  As you think, so it becomes.  As 
you sow, so shall you reap.  What goes around, comes around! 

This is a mandatory course, prerequisite for higher learning!  As you have heard Commander Hatonn say, 
“This is a prison planet.”  No one leaves without a diploma. 

The tree of the knowledge of good and evil—the Christmas tree—is the symbol of our Earth-bound 
situation.  Any learning experience begins in a state of ignorance (evil).  We spend many lifetimes sowing 
the seeds of man’s ignorance and reaping all the curses of man:  disease, tyranny, chaos, and empty, 
superficial toys, devoid of Truth.  We make a lot of mistakes (sins), but sooner or later, it dawns on us that 
something is wrong.  Our thoughts and behavior have not succeeded in making us happy.  We lack peace 
and understanding. 

It seems to take a long time for us to realize this Law always applies to our every thought and action.  A 
thought based upon TAKE will always result in a loss to us, somewhere, somehow.   At some point we do 
catch on and try a new approach.  “We have met the enemy and they is us”, to paraphrase Pogo. 

As we turn our focus from the ego-based need to get; take; defend; negate—and begin to project thoughts 
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of give; love; serve, we begin to reap the gifts of God, and peace and understanding are nurtured within us. 
This motivates us to redouble our efforts, and we make a transition, albeit gradually, from thinking as man 
to thinking as Christ. 

Having learned our earthly lessons, as taught by Esu “Jesus” Emmanuel, we BECOME the Christ, and 
one with True, Pure Thought—God.  The tree of the knowledge of good and evil BECOMES the Tree of 
Life! 

These are the Truths symbolized in our traditions of Christmas.  We bring the tree (“of the knowledge of 
good and evil”) into our houses (thoughts), realizing it needs water (thought) to stay alive.  We decorate it 
with bright ornaments and glittering tinsel, which represent the thoughts and “gods” of man.  We string lights 
on the tree, symbolizing our learning of how man thinks.  We must partake in the gods of man first, in order 
to “know the difference”.  The gifts we place beneath the tree represent our learning to give or love, the 
beginning of wisdom. 

The angel or star (symbolizing Higher thought) placed at the top of the tree, tells “the point” of the story: 
the symbolism is that of the purity and perfection of that thought process which is CHRIST. 

As a final note: learning the Truth is an individual process; each learns at his own chosen rate.  Learning 
involves the making of free-will choices, even mistakes, and  man’s learning is greatly impeded in the 
absence of an evironment of freedom to do so. 

One definition of LOVE (for Earth purposes) is “The willingness of an individual to give up certain free-
doms for another person, place or thing.”  Our labors on behalf of the restoration of the Constitution and 
freedom is just such an act of LOVE—the willingness to donate time, energy, and resources for the cause 
of restoring a viable learning environment for ourselves and others (and, in the process, setting an example 
from which others can benefit). 

Those who  valiantly put forth information that exposes the earthbound adversary also act in LOVE. 
When man makes wise use of these resources, he speeds up his own learning process—the sooner to 
move from the confines of this third-dimensional existence and into the higher level courses! 

MERRY  CHRIST-MAS  AND HAPPY HOLY DAYS! 
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CHAPTER  26 

EARTHQUAKES—VOLCANOES—TIME/SPACE/FREQUENCY 
by Solte    12/3/94 

PROF.  SOLTEC  WAXES  ELOQUENT 
(BUT  DOESN’T  DO  FLOORS) 

Toniose Soltec present, in the Light.  Though it has been some time since we sat to write, it does not mean 
that we have not been near.  We have been kept extremely busy with the monitoring in various depart-
ments.  More and more tinkerings are taking place on your planet—tinkerings that have the potential for 
extremely disastrous results. 

Firstly, however, we shall take a look in the Geology Department.  While very little has been reported 
through your mainstream media, much activity has been taking place all the same. 

Seismic activity is ongoing, especially all along the Ring of Fire. [See the excellent summary on the next 
page from the outstanding Seismo-Watch newsletter.]  The areas of most intense activity continue to be: 
Japan, Indonesia, the Philippines and Alaska, of course.  You hear very little of these events, for they are 
not considered important newsworthy items and make for rather boring news reporting, unless, of course, 
there is considerable loss of structure or life.  Only then will you hear of these activities. 

For instance, there are probably very few of you who are even aware that several volcanoes have been 
erupting of late.  They are located in the Indonesian Islands, Philippine Islands and what is known as 
Kamchatka Peninsula [north of Japan off the east coast of Siberia]. 

Besides these that are currently in a state of activity, you now have Mount St. Helens building another cone 
at a most rapid rate, and Mt. Rainier continues to be a definite threat, yet this is being downplayed most 
dramatically by your scientists.  They continue to claim that there is no “immediate” danger; yet, there are 
plans to send a detonating device down into this volcano in order that they might “blow it,” rather than 
allow it to erupt in its own cycle. 

I would suggest very strongly that these ones leave this Giant alone and allow it to develop and erupt in its 
own good time.  Their tampering with this volcano is very serious, dear ones, very serious, indeed.  How-
ever, these scientists believe that they should take control of Nature, but what they cannot—or rather, will 
not admit, is that it will backfire and cause a more serious event than they can even imagine.  They are 
becoming far too bold in their attempts to “dominate” their world and their pride shall only be the undoing 
of your world. 

The other major event that is occurring is, believe it or not, far more serious to all inhabitants of your world 
and that would be that little “experiment” being conducted in the most northern reaches of your globe, 
known by the acronym HAARP.  This little experiment is causing great disturbances in your planet’s 
electromagnetic grid, and has the potential of great repercussions for all of you—from weather distur-
bances to seismic and volcanic events of great proportions.  It is also responsible for much of the interfer-
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ence you ones are presently experiencing in your communications devices—for example, radio, television, 
computers, telephones, etc. 

What they have done is to construct a device based on Nikola Tesla’s work in the field of Free Energy and 
they are attempting to tap into the Earth’s naturally occurring electromagnetic field in order to generate 
energy in amounts not possible to generate by artificial means. 

Unfortunately, what they seem to refuse to understand is that in their attempts to achieve this, they are 
taking great risks with your planet’s future.  This experiment carries the potential of causing a shift in your 
natural magnetic poles.  This, in turn, would cause chaos and catastrophic changes in global weather 
patterns and could cause massive upheavals below the surface of your planet—through such things as 
earthquakes and volcanic activity.  Your planet is already in a heightened state of seismic and volcanic 
activity and this tinkering around with your ionosphere could accelerate these activities even further, to a 
state of unbelievable disaster. 

So, as you can see, we are being kept very busy, yet it was important to take the time to communicate 
these things to you ones. 

ON  THE  NATURE  OF  TIME 

Let us take a little time to discuss a different and truly more important subject—even though it may seem to 
be somewhat out of my field.  Yet, it is important that you ones are aware of some of the more interesting 
things occurring with you and your world.  This subject is Time. 

Third dimensional (density, etc.) experience is, by far, the most difficult of all the stages of evolution which 
you shall need experience.   That is the reason that you ones have been through so many incarnations in this 
level of your development.  It is, to express it in the simplest of terms, the last of the “purely” physical levels 
through which you shall pass, with the Fourth Level being what we quite often refer to as the gateway or 
threshold to the higher, lighter and “less physical” dimensions.  This explanation is very elementary, but it 
will suffice as a foundation for this writing. 

You are, as many are aware, approaching transition from the third dimension to the fourth and fifth dimen-
sions.  In your third dimensional experience, you are limited by your perceptions of both space and time 
(which actually are but one in the same perception, just different aspects of the same thing). 

Time only exists by your perception of motion (such as travel across distances, or space).  This is an 
extremely simple explanation of Einstein’s theory.  You have been taught that it is not possible to exceed the 
speed of light, because as physical matter approaches the speed of light it would become infinitely dense 
and thus require an infinite amount of energy to push it any faster.  But that is only a partial truth. 

Many of you are beginning to have the sensation of traveling either more rapidly through time, or slower 
through time—many of you are certain that there are far fewer hours in one of your days than there were 
before.  This is only true because of your perception of what time is.  Actually, you see, time does not really 
exist.  It is but something third-dimensional man has assigned to assist him in trying to achieve some kind of 
order in this present expression.  Even motion does not truly exist.  Actually, all that really exists in the 
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physical universe is light and all else is but the experiences of the effects of light. 

All time periods exist simultaneously, and as you transition farther toward the fourth- and fifth-dimensional 
expressions, the more you shall begin to grasp this concept.  Once this fact becomes a “knowing” within 
you, then you will see that time is no more a boundary to you than is air through which you pass continually. 

I bring up this subject simply because many upon your world are beginning to experience what they are 
referring to as ghostly entities and strange etheric apparitions—and, for the most part, it is most misunder-
stood. 

Yes, there are departed souls who are confused and continue to “hang around,” yet there are other things 
occurring which are not of this classification.  You are experiencing flickering of lights about you and 
strange cloud-like expressions for a moment and then they seem to just disappear.  What is this all about 
and why are they occurring to so many in so many places? 

The answer, dear ones, is that you are getting closer and closer to that time of transition and are, therefore, 
beginning to experience some of the higher frequencies and higher energies which exist all about you all the 
time. 

The physical universe is literally teeming with life of all sorts and all expressions of densification of matter, 
and this universe is, as best I can explain it to you, multi-leveled.  For while you are occupying in your 
perception a certain time and space at an assigned frequency of expression, there may be—and most likely 
are—other densifications of light or frequencies existing in that same space/time continuum. 

You see, if you will recall previous lessons, all physical matter is but light vibrating at a particular frequency. 
There are many, many frequencies of light, some of them are to you ones visible and others are beyond 
your range of visibility and you call these the etheric or higher frequencies.  Yet, at their vibrational rate, 
matter is as dense to them as your matter is to you.  It is all relative. 

So, as you are starting your transition, you are experiencing, from time to time, these higher frequencies 
and, therefore, they are, for a moment, within your visible range and you perceive them with your physical 
sense of sight.  These occurrences will become more and more commonplace as time goes on, so know 
that not all of what is being experienced by you ones are what you call ghosts. 

GRADUATION  DAY  IS  NEAR 

Chelas, you are nearing graduation from one grade to another, so rejoice as you experience all the chaos 
about you, for it is a great time of experiencing upon your planet.  It is, whether you believe it or not, a 
wonderful opportunity that comes along very seldom.  You have chosen to participate in the graduation 
ceremonies, otherwise you would not be here at this time in this particular place. 

Make the most of the experiences and the lessons, for you are growing in great leaps, although you quite 
often feel that you are taking more steps backward that forward.  I assure you that this is but another of 
your perceptions, for you are moving forward in great strides—and many are they who are out here 
observing the classroom. 
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You have about you in your world so many distractions, in just trying to survive in your world, that all too 
often the greater and, truthfully, more important subjects seem to be continually shoved onto the back 
burner.  It is, therefore, part of our job to bring these things to your remembrance from time to time so that 
you will not forget to look at the overall and greater picture of what is. 

All the daily distractions are but illusions anyway, and the heartaches and headaches need to be put into 
their proper perspective.  We are fully aware that your jobs are difficult ones and it seems to you that you 
have lost your way from time to time, but know that all is playing out in precisely its own perfect way. 

Remember: from light you came and to light you shall return, and all that lies in between is but of your own 
creation and perception.oniose Soltec  Is it real?  It is as real as you desire to experience—no more and no 
less. 

Thank you for your attention.  Keep up the good work, for we are all getting there.  Know that as you 
travel down the highway of life, sometimes it is good to take the scenic route and slow down a little and see 
the beauty which lies around you. 

Toniose to clear. 

Salu. 
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CHAPTER  27 

EARTHQUAKES  WORLD  EVENTS  11/10-22/1994 

Editor’s note:  By the time you read this, you all will have heard what we just heard—about the 
series  of earthquakes shaking Los Angeles just now, as we go to press.  This is merely precursor to 
what’s yet to occur on a major scale in LA. 
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CHAPTER  28 

AN  OPEN  LETTER  TO  ROSS  PEROT 
by J. Brent Moorhead    12/4/94 

Mr. H. Ross Perot 
12377 Merit Drive 
Suite 1700 
Dallas, TX  75251 

Dear Mr. Perot, 

In the name of God, please read this letter.  Time is growing short for us to save this nation of ours from 
global government and the end of our sovereignty as people and a nation.  Now that NAFTA and GATT 
have passed, we have already lost the economic battle to the one-worlders who wish to merge us into a 
New World Order of third-world poverty and mental as well as physical enslavement.  We-The-People 
need desperately for you to help establish a new Federal Constitutional Government (Agent For The 
Sovereign States) outside of Washington, D.C.  We must leave that corrupt bunch of liars and thieves to 
rot on the vine when we cut off their lifeline of unconstitutional taxes and extortion. 

Many have said that you represent the token opposition to the established powers who run this nation and 
the world.  This assumption is based on the well-known, Elite-controlled-media tactic of managing what is 
said and written on both sides of important issues, thereby giving the illusion of an opposition—while 
leaving out the most germane arguments against what is corrupt, dishonest, immoral and unlawful.  I hope 
that I am not wrong in assuming that you are sincere in your efforts to help save this country.  Mr. Perot, I 
believe that you surely know where the true political power lies in the world and in this country.  And, on 
a larger scale, you must know that the struggle we are facing is a battle over the souls of men and women. 
The anti-Christ elements are in full control at this point.  But we can change that. 
I know that you won forty-eight States in the last Presidential election.  We both know that the computer 
voting in this country is rigged from the County level to the Federal and, because of that, you are not our 
President today.  I have ample documented proof to back this up, including the names of the private 
corporations who have written the software to rig the voting, as well as the private corporations who 
supposedly count the votes.    I also know who owns these corporations.  This bogus voting system is 
independent of any public scrutiny or obligation.  Unless we can get back to Constitutional Government we 
are on the road to total slavery and destruction.  The people of this nation have no voice other than word 
of mouth, a few talk radio shows, and publications like this CONTACT newspaper.  That is why we need 
you—and, in turn, you need our support.  We must work together to insure that our children and grandchil-
dren do not live in a world of tyranny and enslavement.  In the 1992 Presidential election the people 
wanted you to be their President because they recognized the truth you spoke throughout your 
campaign. 

I do not use these words lightly and I believe that you understand what I mean.  I fully understand the 
ramifications of what I am saying and I realize that this endeavor will necessitate massive commitment and 
organization.  We, the united States of America, are in serious trouble and these drastic problems require 
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drastic solutions to resolve them.  We cannot and must not continue with the traditional remedies for 
change because they simply don’t work against this self-serving corrupt monster that we have allowed to 
take control of us.  Just as in 1776, when our forefathers wrote the Declaration Of Independence, we 
must relieve ourselves of the oppression of this Federal beast ready to devour us.  Your voice can be heard 
because of your financial and political status and the grass-roots organization that you have already set up. 

The importance of establishing a new Government, to represent the various States, outside of Washington, 
D.C.,  cannot be stressed enough.  We are not going to change the corruption in that fascist, socialist nest 
of parasites.  However, if we cut off the money supply to that illegal entity, it will wither away. 

I will outline some of the steps I feel need to be taken in order to accomplish a new Constitutional Govern-
ment: 

1)  We must enlist the support of the Military and Law Enforcement by exposing them to the truth of what 
has happened to our country.  We must show them that the power of the Constitution, which they have 
sworn to uphold, has been usurped by domestic enemies using unlawful Constitutional Amendments, 
Executive Orders and Treaties such as the United Nations’ world government front.  Note:  There are 
many high ranking military and law enforcement officials who already understand what has happened to 
our country— but they are afraid to come forward publicly without a credible leader such as yourself to 
pave the way. 

2)  We need to establish a Capital for the new Constitutional Government. 

3)  We must meet with the States and show them the way in which they can regain their freedom and 
sovereignty under the proper Constitutional representation of our new government.  We will show them the 
economic and political advantages of doing so. 

4)  When a State agrees to drop the old D.C. government and chooses the new Constitutional Govern-
ment, it must also agree to immediately hold new elections by hand-counted paper ballots for all State 
Government positions as well as the new Representatives and Senators for the new Federal Government. 
In addition, these States must agree to reestablish the original 13th Amendment to the Constitution (ille-
gally deleted during the Civil War) which prohibits any person with a Title of Nobility (such as Esquire, 
meaning attorneys) from retaining citizenship in this country or holding public office at any level.  Further, all 
unconstitutional Laws and Amendments to the Constitution shall be repealed by both the State Govern-
ments and the new Federal Government. 

5)  Control of the currency and coin of the united States of America must be given to the new Congress. 
The Federal Reserve Corporations and the Internal Revenue Service Corporation must immediately be 
dissolved on the grounds of treason.  The new Congress must arrange for Constitutional means of collect-
ing revenue. 

6)  All persons on welfare or any other State or Federal entitlement program, except ones who are 
incapacitated and unable to work or too old to work, will lose their payment benefits after eighteen months. 
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Of course, Mr. Perot, these steps are only a rough outline and there are many other aspects which need to 
be addressed.  I am asking—no, begging—for your help for this country.  We-The-People want your 
leadership and you may be the only one, in a position of great respect, who has a chance of helping us 
restore our Constitution and Freedom.  Tell us the truth as you really know it and expose the frauds.  You 
must know quite a bit  more than you have publicly stated.  This is the only way we can win our liberty as 
a nation.  We cannot fight with guns or we certainly would be no better than those we would fight against. 
Truth will stand into infinity and the lies we have been told will crumble with exposure.  Our only hope now 
is to tell the truth to the people. 

I humbly request an appointment to meet with you in your office at your earliest convenience to discuss 
these matters.  If you disagree with me or you are not interested in meeting with me,  please have one of 
your secretaries drop me a few words to that effect with your signature so that I may be sure that you have 
personally read this letter.  I am only one voice, but I represent many in the voice of Freedom  under  God. 
Please,  at  the  very least, acknowledge this petition.  Thank you for your valuable time in reading this 
letter. 

Sincerely and Respectfully, 

/s/ J. Brent Moorhead 

P.S To Our Readers:  When writing to Mr. Perot please include Ronn Jackson’s appeal for a collat-
eral government below. 

* * * 

REQUEST  FROM  RONN  JACKSON 

The time is NOW!  We, as a Nation, are at a cross-roads.  It is decision time.  You readers have asked for 
it,  so now I am asking you to back-up your words with deeds, support, and feedback. 

Current Government is at its end.  Change is on the horizon and it is up to you.  We must take back control 
of our country.  The only viable alternative remaining is to start anew, using the existing magnificent docu-
ment upon which our nation was founded—the Constitution of the United States.  It is our only hope. 

What do I mean by these statements?  It is now time to form a Constitutional government apart from 
Washington, D. C. that is for and  of  the  people—NOT with the present government’s representatives or 
special interest groups. 

What are your thoughts on this matter?  Please write and share them.  If you don’t want to include your 
name or address, that is understandable—but, by all means, do write. 

Ronn  Jackson  c/o:  CONTACT 
P.O. Box  27800  Las Vegas, NV  89126 
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CHAPTER  29 

THE  NEWS  DESK 
by Rick Martin    12/7/94 

FAIR-USE  RULING 

In an article from the Dec. 1 edition of Sacramento’s THE DAILY RECORDER, written by James Evans, 
[quoting:] 

Businesses, including law firms, that routinely photocopy magazine and newspaper articles for future refer-
ence, and believe they are immune from copyright infringement because of the fair-sue doctrine, may be in 
for a costly surprise if a recent 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals decision stands. 

In a case that has pushed the copyright community into opposing camps, a three-judge panel in American 
Geophysical Union V. Texaco, Inc., 92-9341, ruled Oct. 28 in a split decision that a Texaco researcher 
infringed the copyright of Academic Press, Inc. when he photocopied eight separate articles from the 
Journal Of Catalysis. 

The majority opinion was written by Chief Judge Jon. O. Newman, who was joined by Judge Ralph K. 
Winter. Judge Dennis G. Jacobs dissented with a 17-page critique of the majority view. 

Even though the researcher, Dr. Donald H. Chickering II, made copies for his own use and merely placed 
most of them in his own files, the court said the photocopying was not protected by the umbrella of fair use, 
and Texaco should have paid for a copying license. 

According to Chapter 17 of the Copyright Act, section 107, duplication of copyrighted works is allowed 
if it is done “for purposes including criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including mul-
tiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research.” 
The law also states that four factors should be considered in determining fair use—the purpose and char-
acter of the use; the nature of the copyrighted work; the amount and substance of the portion used in 
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of 
the copyrighted work. 

NO  ROOM  AT  THE  INN 

In an article from the Nov. 8 edition of the LOS ANGELES TIMES, [quoting:] 

There was no room at the inn for Linda Friedberg.  No room at three inns, in fact, because she carried no 
ID showing that’s her name. 

The Econo Lodge, Howard Johnson and the Queen City Motor Inn in Manchester refused to rent the 
Chicago woman a room Sept. 7, though she had $1,000 in cash. 

All three companies said they only accept ID-carrying guests for safety reasons. 
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Friedberg took shelter with three women who found her sobbing in a restaurant booth, took her home and 
let her sleep on their couch. 

[On a recent trip to Las Vegas, with business checks and business cards in hand, several photo IDs, 
and several hundred dollars in cash, I was not allowed to rent a room for the night at one casino, 
with available vacancies, without a credit card.  Readers, this is just the beginning of this sort of 
treatment.] 

A  NEW  ELEMENT 

In an article from the Nov. 19 edition of THE MODESTO BEE, [quoting:] 

BERLIN—It took 10 years to make, and flickered into existence for less than a thousandth of a second. 
As yet nameless, element 110 supplies another clue to the world’s creation. 

An international team at the Heavy Ion Research Center at Darmstadt said it created the element by 
bombarding lead atoms with nickel atoms. 

Scientists once thought uranium—No. 92—was the last of the elements.  but in the past half-century, 
researchers equipped with nuclear theories and technology have succeeded in detecting 18 more, each 
heavier than the last. 

What does the discovery mean to the average person?  For now, an addition to the periodic table in 
textbooks around the world.  Element 110 has an atomic weight of 269—the heaviest ever produced. 

Team leader Peter Armbruster said Friday that the center—credited with the discovery of elements 107, 
108 and 109 in the early 1980s—will try next week to make a heavier version that will have a longer life. 

For 10 years, researchers around the world, including some at the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory in California have raced toward this discovery. 

CASTRO 

In an article from the Nov. 27 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, [quoting:] 

HAVANA—President Fidel Castro, addressing an enthusiastic audience of 3,000 supporters from around 
the world, vowed that Cuba was sticking to socialism and would not renounce its sovereignty. 

In a two-hour speech late Friday interrupted by four standing ovations and frequent applause, Castro told 
his supporters what they wanted to hear: that Cuba will stay socialist despite whatever pressure it faces 
and whatever reforms it might have to make to adapt to a changed world. 

“We have dignity, a sense of honor and we stick to principles.  We have never negotiated a principle,” he 
said at the end of a week-long meeting. 
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“We are not going back to capitalism,” said Castro, who took power Jan. 1, 1959, after dictator Fulgencio 
Batista fled the country.  “We don’t want to and we won’t go back.” 

TANNING 

In another article from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, from the Dec. 1 edition, [quoting:] 

By tricking skin cells into thinking they have been sunburned, scientists said Wednesday they have found a 
way to cause a true tan without exposure to damaging ultraviolet light. 

Unlike so-called “sunless tanning” products, which simply stain the top of the skin, researchers at Boston 
University said they can stimulate production of melanin pigment and a darkening of the skin. 

A key to the discovery, they said, was their observation that tanning is a direct result of the body’s efforts 
to repair the damage that ultraviolet (UV) light does to genes in skin cells. 

UV forces segments of genes to fuse together, causing mutations that can lead to cancer.  The body has an 
army of gene-repair enzymes ready to remove and replace the damaged segments. 

In a letter to the journal Nature, the Boston scientists said the enzymes appear in response to the presence 
in skin cells of gene fragments called “thymidine dinucleotides”, which are common results of UV damage. 

However, in addition to repairing damaged genes, the enzymes stimulate the cells to produce the pigment 
melanin, said Barbara Gilchrist, a dermatologist at the university and one of the researchers.  Melanin 
darkens the skin, providing some protection against further exposure to the sun and its harmful UV. 

Reasoning that an increase in thymidine dinucleotides would cause the enzymes to appear and start the 
tanning process, the researchers applied a solution containing the gene fragments to the skin of guinea pigs 
twice a day for five days.  After 10 days, the animals began developing tans at the treated sites—without 
sun damage. 

The tans endured for at least 60 days, the researchers said. 

COMPUTER  STANDARDS 

In an article from the same edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, [quoting:] 

Promising to make communicating with computers even easier, International Business Machines Corp., 
Apple Computer, Inc., AT&T Corp. and Germany’s Siemens AG announced an alliance Wednesday to 
standardize the transmission of voice and data across computers and telephone lines. 

The alliance, called Versit, will create a worldwide standard to make it easier to send data over telephone 
lines from a portable computer. 
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The Versit specifications will be set out this year and next for voice, video, data and networking, the 
companies said. 

WELFARE  DOWNUNDER 

In an article from the Nov. 16 edition of New Zealand’s CHRISTCHURCH PRESS, written by Greg 
Jackson, [quoting:] 

Welfare should be abolished and replaced with a three-month job search allowance, says former Labour 
Party leader Mike Moore. 
The social welfare system had failed and needed to be abolished, Mr. Moore told the Christchurch Lions 
Club last night. 

New Zealand needed a system of social security, not social welfare. 

“Quite simply, the unemployment benefit was there to assist people between jobs, not as a payment 
instead of a job,” he said.  Unemployment benefits should instead go to employers who trained staff. 

Where jobs were not available, unemployed people should be offered the option of community work or no 
dole. 

SEX  EDUCATION 

In an another article from New Zealand, from the Nov. 15 edition of the CHRISTCHURCH PRESS, 
[quoting:] 

AUCKLAND—Sex education in schools is failing, creating a new wave of younger and younger mothers, 
a pregnancy counselor says. 

Millie Bell, a counselor with voluntary organization Pregnancy Counseling Services in Auckland, said 
yesterday that more and more girls, as young as 11 and 12, were getting pregnant because sex education 
was encouraging them to experiment with sex when they did not understand the consequences. 

New Zealand trends were following those in the U.S., where the growing number of young girls who were 
becoming pregnant was “frighteningly out of control,” and school sex education programs had been blamed. 

“We have adapted the same kind of sex education that appears in American schools and it has tragic 
consequences because they are not old enough to handle it,” she said.  “They are being asked to take on 
an adult’s responsibility with a child’s mind.” 

CARL  SAGAN 

In an article from the Nov. 28 edition of THE ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, written by Ben Dobbin, 
[quoting:] 
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ITHACA, NY—If space aliens ever show up for real, don’t expect them to even begin to resemble the 
middling monstrosities on Star Trek. 

“Time for us to revise our views of repulsive!” says Carl Sagan, among the most energetic and eloquent of 
stargazers. 

The sheer grandeur of the cosmos and the riddle about whether humankind shares some distant cross-
roads or voyages alone have bewitched this Russian garment worker’s son since childhood. 

The author of Cosmos, one of the most-watched series in the history of American public television, and 
The Dragons Of Eden, which won him a Pulitzer Prize in 1978, scans the future of space exploration in his 
29th book, a recently published Cosmos sequel. 

“Pale Blue Dot visualizes mankind 100, 200, 300 years from now and why it is in fact central for our 
survival that we be in space,” he said. 

Not just whizzing around in spacecraft.  Actually settling other worlds. 

Sagan himself, who just turned 60, is still performing on the high wire. 

Between lectures and symposiums and robotic missions, which he’s been helping design for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration since the late 1950s, he’s turning his novel Contact into a Holly-
wood script and writing another novel, this one a “love story,” with his wife, Ann Druyan. 

When he gets stuck on one project, Sagan moves on to the next, allowing his subconscious to go to work. 

“When you come back, you find to your amazement, nine times out of 10, that you have solved your 
problem—or your unconscious mind has—without you even knowing it.” 

At Cornell University’s Laboratory for Planetary Studies, which he set up in 1968, space-mission data go 
into lab simulations to draw lessons about dust storms on Mars or the greenhouse effect of Venus. 

Organic molecules, the kind that life on Earth is dependent on, “seem to be almost everywhere in the solar 
system beyond Mars,” suggesting that “life and intelligence ought to be in lots of places,” he said. 

But extraterrestrials would “almost certainly not” bear any physical resemblance to humans. 

“If you started the Earth over again, absolutely identical 4.5 billion years ago, and just let random factors 
operate—when a cosmic ray would hit a gene, which gene gets mutated—you might wind up with intelli-
gence of great moral virtue, but they would not look anything like us,” he said. 

While detection techniques are limited to spacecraft and radio telescopes, finding out whether mankind is 
alone, or not alone, “is one of the most important issues you can imagine,” Sagan said. 
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Trying to convince earthlings of that is not always easy. 

“The trouble often is, you can’t just invent something, you have to have underlying science,” Sagan said. 
“It is foolish for us not to encourage at every level in the educational system better support for science 
education and for the encouragement of young scientists.  From the most practical self-interest, if you care 
about anything else, our policy is foolish.” 

As for UFOs, lost continents and the like, the world can ill afford such pseudoscientific twaddle, Sagan 
said. 

“Nobody would be more interested than me if we were being visited by extraterrestrials, but I demand 
reasonable standards of evidence, just as I do in searching for radio signals,” he said. 

“We sometimes pretend something is true not because there’s evidence for it but because we want it to be 
true.  We confuse reality with our hopes and fears, and that is dangerous not just on the borders of science 
but in politics and lots of other places.” 

Not least when it comes to deeply held beliefs about our origins. 

“What if the universe is infinitely old?”  he asked.  “Then there’s no reason to posit a creator because it 
wasn’t created.” 

Then what is meant by “God?” 

“There’s a wide range of things that are called God, from the outsized, light-skinned male with the long 
white beard who sits on a throne in the sky and tallies the fall of every sparrow, to the kind of God of 
Einstein and Spinoza, which is something like the sum total of the laws of nature. 

“Who could deny that there are laws of nature that apply everywhere in the universe?  So, whether you say 
“Absolutely, of course, there’s a God!’ or ‘What are you talking about, there’s not a smidgen of evidence 
for a God’ depends in a very deep way on what kind of God you’re talking about.” 

Sagan said he has encountered “surprisingly little” hostility from people who equate evolutionary research 
with the devil’s work to undermine religious faith. 

“I think most people appreciate having a little—clarity maybe is too strong a word—but anyway, a differ-
ent point of view which makes them think.  Many people realize I am searching for the same thing they 
are,” he said. 

ISRAEL’S  MOSSAD 

In an article from the Nov. 28 edition of THE SPOTLIGHT, written by James Harrer, [quoting:] 

The Israeli Mossad spies extensively on the U.S., spreads false rumors and disinformation, stages “terror-
ist” incidents to discredit Islamic nations, and sends in hit squads codenamed ”Kidon teams” to deal with 
any threat to its American operations. 
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That revealing account of the ministate’s covert activities in this country—and around the world—comes 
not just from any critic, but from Victor Ostrovsky, a retired lieutenant commander of the Israeli navy, who 
served in the 1980s as a Mossad case officer. 
Now an exile from his country and a hunted man, Ostrovsky lives in Canada where, as he told THE 
SPOTLIGHT, “My main occupation is to tell the truth about what I’ve seen, to warn the world that the 
Mossad has turned into a monster.” 

That Ostrovsky’s disclosures are painfully true was made apparent in 1992 when the Israeli government 
went to court in New York to block the publication of his first book, By Way Of Deception. 

....The ham-fisted Israeli attempt to suppress Ostrovsky’s work only helped make it a bestseller.  Similar 
interest has preceded the publication of his second book, The Other Side Of Deception, last month, amid 
rumors that it documents what has been long suspected but never before confirmed: growing insider 
resistance to the Mossad’s “monstrous” machinations among Israeli intelligence agents. 

“Even some of this service’s own operatives find its practices repulsive,” related Ostrovsky.  “An intelli-
gence agency exists primarily to provide accurate information to its government.  But the Mossad lives by 
deception.  It could not tell the truth if it tried.” 
“The Mossad has poisoned the mainstream of U.S. intelligence with its deceptions, and perverted the main 
thrust of American strategy,” says Paul Sakwa, a retired senior CIA analyst.  “British intelligence heard 
Ostrovsky’s wake-up call: We in this country should do no less.” 

In another article from the same edition of THE SPOTLIGHT, written by Warren Hough, [quoting:] 

“This man should be killed” was the comment of a high Israeli government official on Victor Ostrovsky’s 
new book.  “If the Mossad can’t reach him there (in Canada) then there will be a decent Jew who will do 
it.” 

The announcement of an open murder contract on the life of Ostrovsky, a former case officer of the 
Mossad, Israel’s secret service and the author of two recent books on it, came not from just any member 
of his erstwhile espionage agency: it was made by Josef Lapid, the director-general of the ministate’s 
government-owned national broadcasting system. 

Lapid, who made his unprecedented public call for the assassination of Ostrovsky on Israeli TV and in the 
pages of Ma’ariv, the ministate’s largest daily, repeated his official invitation to murder on Canadian na-
tional television last month. 

“This burst of murderous rage at Ostrovsky is proof, if any was needed, that his book is a factual, impor-
tant document,” commented investigative journalist George Nicholas, who has long reported on Middle 
Eastern affairs for this populist newspaper.  “If neither the Washington bureaucracy nor Congress has the 
guts to address this affair in public, American voters should do so in private by getting acquainted with the 
work of this courageous truthteller.” 
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